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ABSTRACT 
 

This thesis examines the role of constitutional thought in the development of colonial 

American resistance to the authority of the British state. It argues that beginning in 1765 

American colonists recognized the need for constitutional reform in order to mitigate imperial 

power from London. At the same time, these debates had between colonists on the continent, and 

Britons in the metropole, were the product of a growing democratic spirit. This spirit that past 

historians have argued to have only been present in people who took up the revolutionary cause 

was likewise informing more moderate ideologies that sought out peaceable reform over a violent 

independence. At the onset of war, American colonists who refused to take up arms against the 

British became the enemies of the larger republican movement, which moderates had interpreted 

as jeopardizing the degree of liberty guaranteed by a connection to the British Constitution. By 

1783, thousands of American colonists who refused to join in the rebel cause entered into an 

exile that propelled them into the British Atlantic world. Of the nearly fifty thousand who would 

leave the newly independent Thirteen Colonies, nearly thirty thousand would arrive and settle on 

the shores of the Fundy coast. Once there, American refugees continued to exhibit principles and 

beliefs that were democratic in nature, mirroring those of their more rebellious counterparts. In 

doing so, the refugees that arrived in the Atlantic region of modern-day Maritime Canada 

demonstrate the enduring legacy of American-born democratic attitudes, which shaped the 

development of new colonial societies throughout their diaspora.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In his opening chapter to The Age of Democratic Revolution, R.R. Palmer describes the 

last forty years of the eighteenth century as being marked by changing social customs signifying 

a new spirit of equality and discomfort towards antiquated forms of social stratification and 

formal rank. This spirit that Palmer speaks of manifested itself in different ways throughout the 

Atlantic world, with varying degrees of success, yet it displayed similar objectives inspired by 

similar principles that were “essentially democratic.”1 This democratic spirit, and the movements 

which took place during those four decades, opposed a conservative belief that position in 

government was an inherited possession where a person or body exercised power simply by right: 

a right of status, or a right of convention and tradition. In this narrative republicanism becomes 

the only vehicle that embodied the sovereignty of the people, and narrowly illustrates the purpose 

behind events like America’s revolutionary war. Of the social and political upheavals that he 

observes, Palmer argues that the American Revolution was the only struggle that was ever “truly 

revolutionary” because the reconstitution of government and society after Britain had conceded 

defeat was contrived by the people.2 As part of an age of revolution, America became the new 

inclusive democratic ‘model.’ “Certain Americans,” Palmer writes, “subverted their legitimate 

government, ousted the contrary-minded and confiscated their property, and set the example of a 

revolutionary programme, through mechanisms by which the people was deemed to act as the 

constituent power.”3 Power and liberty were outwardly placed in the hands of the people.  

Many scholars have argued, however, that the new offices of the state governor, the 

senate, and the house of representative produced what should also be considered as positions of 

																																																								
1 R.R. Palmer, The Age of Democratic Reform: A Political History of Europe and America, 1760-1800 (Princeton 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1959), 4. 
2 Ibid, p. 23 & 214. 
3 Ibid, p. 232. 
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phantom lords.4 As much as it was an overthrowing of British yoke, the American Revolution 

failed to produce any radical reorientation of power. Formal elected offices remained restricted to 

the landed, and much like in Europe, an American “aristocracy” maintained its place because 

legislative offices were contingent upon an individual’s taxable wealth (property). In many ways, 

the ousting of what some have termed the contrary-minded, whom Palmer never explores, was 

merely the coup d’état of a foreign regime in favour of one that appeared more local. For all its 

apparent constitutional essentials, the American Revolution fashioned a state where power 

remained restricted and in the hands of those with inherited land and status, both the product of 

convention and tradition.   

But what happened to those judged as ‘contrary-minded’ remains unclear in the work of 

Palmer and other earlier American historians.5 Not until the bicentennial of the Declaration of 

Independence did historians begin to ask who were these supposedly blinkered folk, why did they 

choose not to join in the American cause, and where did they go? In the framework produced by 

Palmer, these were the reactionary American colonists who, either by their own conservatism, 

arrogance, avarice or some combination, failed to unite with their compatriots in the common 

cause of liberty. Theirs was a myopic delusion that America’s connection to Britain was 

somehow part of the natural state of government on the continent and the apparent love for the 

crown shared by these contrary-minded people masked the obvious folly of hereditary rule. As 

revolutionary pamphleteer Thomas Paine saw it, even nature disapproved of such things 

																																																								
4 Palmer explores this argument between John Adams and Thomas Jefferson published in a series of letters in 1787. 
Jefferson opposed the idea of an appointed state governor, and was cautious that power not in the hands of the people 
would lead to a legislative oligarchy. But Adams saw greater threat in the requirements to run for said office, since to 
qualify the governor was required to maintain a freehold worth no less than £1,000. Likewise, Adams believed that 
senators represented property, not people, and looked to states like Massachusetts where senate seats were 
apportioned by a community’s taxable wealth, not its population. R.R. Palmer, The Age of Democratic Reform, 226. 
5 See also, Howard H. Peckham, The War for Independence (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958); John 
Higham, ed., The Reconstruction of American History (New York: Harper, 1962); Carl N. Degler, Out of Our Past: 
Forces that Shaped Modern America (New York: Harper & Row, 1959). 
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“otherwise she would not so frequently turn it into ridicule by giving mankind an ass for a lion.”6 

But to Palmer the contrary-minded Tories of colonial America were the bad revolutionaries, the 

good British subjects, and most importantly, the losers whose history seldom reappears in the 

collective memory of the United States today. 

 How Tories, and later, the loyalists, actually responded to acts of imperial coercion, the 

way they refuted acts of politicized violence during the revolutionary war, and where they went 

after America’s independence are histories that fit poorly in the metanarrative of an age of 

revolution and challenge America’s position as the democratic model. These American colonists 

bore many of the same hardships as their rebellious counterparts and were subjected to the same 

acts of imperial coercion and impositions of foreign power. Moreover, their own disinclination 

towards the status quo of the imperial state, and observations on the need of reform, suggest a 

more much adaptable interpretation of constitutional governance in the eighteenth-century, where 

the constitution could bend and not break. These ideas have underpinned loyalist historiography, 

which took off in the 1970s. Scholars like Janice Potter, Robert M. Calhoon, and J.M. Bumsted 

have added an invaluable addition to our growing understanding of loyalism, placing the loyalists 

back into the larger narrative of the revolutionary period.7 But much of what we understand about 

loyalist ideology from such scholarship still remains within the context of the revolution, 

inadvertently painting such principles as reactionary. Change was possible without violence 

because, in the eyes of less rebellious Americans, the order of things was not fixed or static but 

rather in flux and mobile.  

																																																								
6 Thomas Paine, “‘Common Sense:’ Addressed to the Inhabitants of America,” February 14, 1776, p. 8. 
7 Janice Potter, The Liberty We Seek: Loyalist Ideology in Colonial New York and Massachusetts, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1983); Robert M. Calhoon, The Loyalists in Revolutionary America, 1760-1781, (New 
York: Harcourt Brace, 1973); J.M. Bumsted, “The American Revolution: Some Thoughts on Recent Bicentennial 
Scholarship,” Acadiensis, vol. 6, no. 2 (Spring, 1977), pp. 3-22. 
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Competing interpretations of the changing structure of lawful governance formed the 

backbone of debates between colonists and British officials in the decades of the 1760s, the 

1770s, and the 1780s. In the context of seeing this period as an age of constitutionalism, as 

opposed to one of revolution, the principles of the contrary-minded produce an image of a people 

no less progressive than those who outwardly exhibited distaste towards a traditional acceptance 

of a coercive British authority.8 The democratic spirit was not just a source for violent revolution. 

Thinking of the last four decades of the turbulent eighteenth century, not just as an age of 

revolution, but also as an age of constitutionalism, this thesis seeks to challenge Palmer’s 

established framework of the period. Furthermore, this thesis locates the construction of a loyalist 

ideology before the onset of America’s revolutionary civil war. When we think about the end of 

the eighteenth century as being part of the age of revolution, it places the belligerents of such 

democratic upheavals into boxes with neat labels. These labels belie the fact that the democratic 

spirit was not exclusive to one side of the revolutionary war. This out-dated method of separating 

those called Tories from Patriots based on this system of antithesis -- the Monarchist Tory 

opposed the Republican Patriot -- limits scholarship to a dichotomy of revolutionary versus 

counter-revolutionary. It has fostered the development of a broader cultural sensibility of the 

Patriots as historically progressive and the Tories as inert, if not regressive. However, many non-

rebellious Americans sympathized with the Patriots and their republican ideology but disagreed 

with the politicization and use of violence as a means of change. Arguably, these American 

colonists were seeking a more moderate way to enact the change they wished to see throughout 

the British Atlantic from within the established system.  
																																																								
8 The idea of conceptualizing the last four decades of the eighteenth century as an age of constitutionalism, rather 
than just one of revolution, is the product of conversation with Dr. Elizabeth Mancke at the University of New 
Brunswick. She has suggested that the framework of revolution fails to encapsulate those deemed by Palmer, and 
others, as being contrary-minded. But as an age of constitutionalism the ideology of these people, and how the 
experiences of violent civil war shaped them, can be reintegrated into the larger historical narrative of the American 
Revolutionary period.  
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 The thesis that follows seeks to reassess the American Revolution and the decades 

surrounding it, examining how such events fit into the context of an age of constitutionalism. It is 

my goal to add to the recent scholarship done on both the loyalists, and the American Revolution, 

and to stress the importance of studying the loyalists as a key component to democratic upheavals 

and their aftermaths within the Atlantic world. This thesis will explore how colonists chose to 

engage with, use or reject a British constitution. Not a tangible document outlining any set 

practices and intuitions, the British Constitution became part of a colonial political ethos. It set a 

precedent for the necessity of democratic representation and underscored how colonists 

understood their own political liberty from the 1760s onward. Much of the scholarship that 

examines America’s struggle for independence, however, frequently fails to give breadth to the 

ideological reasons why some colonists opposed revolution. Thomas B. Allen, only recently, 

envisioned the American Revolution as a civil war but his Tories: Fighting for the King in 

America’s First Civil War, with its heavy focus on physical conflicts between factions, offers 

little to our understanding of the complexities of loyalism in the revolutionary British Atlantic. 

Others, like Bernard Bailyn, have produced extensive bodies of work on the ideological 

foundations of American political thought that affords us invaluable knowledge about the role of 

print culture in the revolutionary cause.9 Yet Bailyn’s The Ideological Origins of the American 

Revolution does not address the roots of opposition to the independence movement.  

Bailyn’s other work on the loyalists also leaves us with a narrow interpretation of the 

belligerents in the American Revolution. His biography of Thomas Hutchison, and the governor’s 

ordeal, struggled to comprehend why any sensible person would reject independence by 1776, 

and paints a very general picture of the loyalists through his examination of the devoutly 

																																																								
9 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University, 1992). 
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conservative.10  To Bailyn, there was something wrong with Americans who did not support the 

rising egalitarian tide and its cause of liberty. Likewise, Charles Howard McIlwain, who similarly 

interpreted America’s first civil war as a conflict of competing interpretations of British 

constitutionalism, only saw such factions as being exclusively British or American.11 Loyalists, 

or even those American colonists who did not outwardly take any side, and their perspectives on 

how the constitution ought to function on the continent, do not make an appearance in his work. 

The loyalists, and their place within the body of this work, exemplify my own effort to 

understand the broader implications of war in the 1770s. As Wallace Brown articulated in his 

address to the American Antiquarian Society, “the American Revolution cannot be adequately 

written about unless the Loyalists are made an integral part of the story.”12  

In contrast, the growing body of work that focuses on the loyalists after 1783 paints a 

much clearer image of the contrary-minded once they were exiled from their American setting. 

Maya Jasanoff has rightly argued that for American historians, the loyalist diaspora offers an 

important reminder that American independence cannot be “confined within the borders of the 

nation.”13 The Treaty of Paris marked not only the end of America’s war with Britain in 1783, 

but also set in motion a wave of peoples that had profound affects upon the remaining colonies of 

British North America, the Caribbean, India, Australia and the Pacific, and mainland Britain. The 

loyalists suggest that the 1780s not only forced a refashioning of the British Empire’s reach, 

population, and self image, but also laid a groundwork for later patterns of dissent and tension 

that played out in every British periphery touched by these American refugees. Loyalist Studies 

																																																								
10 Bernard Bailyn, The Ordeal of Thomas Hutchison (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1974). 
11 Charles Howard McIlwain, The American Revolution: A Constitutional Interpretation (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1923).  
12 Wallace Brown, “A View at Two Hundred Years: The Loyalists of the American Revolution,” Proceedings of the 
American Antiquarian Society, vol. 80, no. 1, (1970), 33. 
13 Maya Jasanoff, “The Other Side of Revolution: Loyalists in the British Empire,” The William and Mary Quarterly, 
vol. 65, no. 2, (April 2008), pp. 210. 
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highlight the complexities of this topic, noting that the loyalist exile, much like the revolution, 

was a contest between American colonists regardless of political and economic circumstance. 

Loyalists challenged not only their Patriot counterparts, but also the British officials they relied 

heavily upon and other loyalists. These tensions bring forward the importance of seeing the 

loyalists not just within the context of their loyalty, but also the need to see loyalists within the 

context of being Americans. 

Jane Errington’s study, The Lion, The Eagle and Upper Canada, which examines the 

developing political ideologies of the new colony after 1791, demonstrates the key impact of, and 

reliance on, American culture and economy for the populace living in new settlements along the 

borderlands of Lake Ontario.14 Despite their loyalties, Errington argues that the population of 

Upper Canada formed an amalgam of values and mores that pulled from both British and 

American sensibilities, creating a hybrid society instead of one characterized solely by Britons. 

Across the pond, Mary Beth Norton explores how the exodus of loyal refugees created new social 

entanglements in a growing Atlantic world. Her British-Americans argues that the hardships of 

the loyalists were not limited to the colonial setting, all the while reminding us of the 

interconnections of the refugees as names familiar to the Nova Scotia context make frequent 

appearances throughout her study.15 Jasaonff, in her recent book, Liberty’s Exiles, also chronicles 

the mobility of loyalist refugees throughout the greater British Empire. Carried with them 

throughout their diaspora, the loyalists brought what Jasanoff coins “the Spirit of ‘83.”16  This 

spirit was the product of American born sensibilities shaped by violent civil war and forced exile. 

However, Jasanoff, like so many Loyalist Studies scholars, locates the creation and development 
																																																								
14 Jane Errington, The Lion, The Eagle, and Upper Canada: A Developing Colonial Ideology (Kingston: McGill-
Queen’s University Press, 1987).  
15 Mary Beth Norton, The British-Americans: The Loyalist Exiles in England, 1774-1789 (Toronto: Little, Brown 
and Co., 1972). 
16 Maya Jasanoff, Liberty’s Exiles: American Loyalists in the Revolutionary World (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
2012).		
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of this spirit only as it relates to the revolutionary moment of the 1770s. In effect, the loyalists, 

and their ideology, remain within confines that appear reactionary.  

In order to understand the democratic spirit that washed over the American continent in 

these decades, an investigation of those exiled loyal colonist after 1783 is required. ‘Loyal’ has 

never been a term easily applied to any specific group of people, particularly the some fifty 

thousand American refugees that found themselves scattered throughout the British Atlantic. The 

term itself had, for generations of historians, an intrinsic association to Whig conservatism that 

represented reactionary tendencies towards those who forsook their allegiance to their king. This 

narrative is a reflection of Palmer’s work, its enduring legacy, and impact in scholarship 

produced on either side of the Canadian-American border. Loyalism has moreover been 

connected by scholars of colonial North America to stories of division and politicised violence, 

years of active persecution, exile, imprisonment, and loss of property. But loyalism never was, 

nor could be, so one dimensional that it might be exclusively linked to an unusual love of king, 

country, and empire. Ironically, much of what inspired American colonists to take up arms 

against the British and declare independence formed the basis of why other Americans chose to 

remain loyal. Attention to historical precedent fixed upon constitutional thought informed the 

politically active on both sides, and just like republicanism, loyalism drew on egalitarian 

principles deeply embedded in English politics, philosophy, and literature.17 These principles 

reflected an understanding about the nature of governance and good government, what Jerry 

Bannister referred to as “a mentalité of rule.”18 The American Revolution, subsequently, was a 

contest between competing interpretations of British constitutional governance and its application 

in imperial and colonial spaces of power. As a result, loyalism exposed paradigms on what were 

																																																								
17 Bannister and Riordan, “Loyalism and the British Atlantic,” in The Loyal Atlantic: Remaking the British Atlantic 
in the Revolutionary Era (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2012), 10. 
18 Ibid, p. 11. 
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perceived to be acceptable methods to enact change, not the product of believing change should 

or should not occur.  

Like a many-headed hydra, the loyalists of the American Revolution have been defined in 

a multitude of ways. No one term connects best but their loyalism has typically been tethered by 

a supposedly common and shared belief in royal authority. Wallace Brown, in The Kings 

Friends, straightforwardly assesses the loyalist as “simply those who remained actively or 

passively loyal to George III and opposed the Declaration of Independence even if they had taken 

a Whig position earlier.”19 Others, like G. A. Rawlyk, mistakenly summarized loyalism as 

revolution rejected.20 Arthur Lower, satirically, imagined loyalism as the product of waging 

money on the wrong horse.21 But more recent scholars, like Rebecca Brannon, have chosen to 

focus on loyalism as a more pragmatic choice, one where British authority was accepted in an 

effort to maintain lives, status, and fortune.22 What scholars impart to us is that loyalism, and the 

loyalists, cannot be understood on either unilateral or literal terms. Rather, as Bannister and 

Riordan remind us in The Loyal Atlantic, loyalism was a combination of values, mores, and 

practices that distinguished between who was loyal and who was disloyal. What constituted one’s 

loyalism remained in a state of flux, was never static, and reflected the ebb and flow of British 

colonization and its intra-imperial negotiations.23  Furthermore, loyalism and the democratic 

spirit were not mutually exclusive. When loyalists left their old homes, they carried much more 

than their loyalty with them. They also brought their cultural, educational, legal, political, and 

religious values that, like their rebellious counterparts, had been fashioned by an American life 

																																																								
19 Wallace Brown, The King’s Friends: The Composition of Motivation of the American Loyalist Claimants 
(Providence: Brown University Press, 1965), 252. 
20 G.A. Rawlyk, eds., Revolution Rejected, 1775-1776 (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, 1968). 
21 Arthur Lower, Colony to Nation: A History of Canada (Toronto: Longmans, Green, 1946), 115. 
22 Rebecca Brannon, From Revolution to Reunion: The Reintegration of the South Caroline Loyalists (Columbia: 
University of South Carolina Press, 2016), 7. 
23 Bannister and Riordan, “Preface,” The Loyal Atlantic, x. 
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and a complex relationship with the British state.24 The subsequent three chapters of this thesis 

are linked, not only in their reintegration of the loyal ‘contrary-minded,’ but also by themes of 

resistance to imperial and, in certain instances, colonial power, that highlight the existence of the 

democratic spirit amongst colonist originally deemed to be without. 

 Chapter One begins with an examination of the Stamp Act Crisis of 1765, which initiated 

debates between colonial and imperial bodies on the jurisdiction of, and constitutional limits to, 

the British Parliament. Palmer, and other historians like Edward and Helen Morgan, interpreted 

this crisis as the prologue to the age of revolution in America.25 The Stamp Act is understood 

here to have reinforced the shared belief amongst American colonists that their liberty was 

secured by the British Constitution and in doing so, allowed subjects on either side of the Atlantic 

to negotiate the impositions of the British Parliament constitutionally and within a British system. 

The act’s eventual repeal and the British Parliament’s capitulation to democratic opposition, 

however brief, ultimately underscore the importance of resistance existing within the confines of 

a rule of law. Subjecthood, and the idea that certain unalienable rights were an inherited element 

of that status, allowed American colonists to oppose the act constitutionally. Not the product of 

any latent American nationalism, the Stamp Act was opposed precisely because it had challenged 

the belief that subjects had a voice in how they were taxed. The work of Bernard Bailyn is key in 

this chapter, because the ideological origins of the democratic spirit can be found in colonial 

reactions to the Stamp Act. The focus on, and use of, political pamphlets and newspapers as 

sources in this chapter is also the product of Bailyn’s influence. He has stressed the important 

role that these sources played in developing revolutionary ideology, but in the 1760s colonists, 

																																																								
24 John N. Grant, “Those in General Called Loyalists,” in Eleven Exiles, eds., Blakeley and Grant (Toronto: Dundurn 
Press, 1982), 15. 
25 E & H Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis: Prologue to Revolution (Williamsburg: University of North Carolina Press, 
1953). 
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colonial legislatures, and British officials, used a similar constitutional language that I think 

demonstrate how subjects demanded their rights as Britons, not Americans.  

 Chapter Two opens a decade later with an examination of the reform minded political 

moderates of America, many of whom would become loyalists, while others would not. Men like 

Joseph Galloway, Daniel Leonard and Jonathan Boucher who questioned the motivation and 

eventual actions of the Continental Congress through 1774 and 1775 are key actors in this 

section. The work of Ruma Chopra and Janice Potter has accentuated the telling similarities 

between radical and moderate reformers in colonial America.26 Both groups emphasised the 

continuation of a hierarchical social structure but objected to the coercive actions of a foreign 

political entity – i.e. the British Parliament. To correct this problem moderates, in particular 

Galloway, sought to position the American colonies on more equal and democratic footing with 

Great Britain. Their commitment to a democratic ideal, and desire to reform how the British 

Constitution functioned on the continent demonstrate that their political genesis was not one 

solely rooted in a traditional sense of conservatism. They believed change was a necessary 

component to Britain’s mixed constitutional government, and that violence would only usurp the 

liberties already guaranteed by the British system. Chapter Two concludes by examining what 

happened to some of those ‘contrary-minded’ Americans who did not take up the cause of their 

fellow countrymen. When war was in full swing by 1776, and many of these non-rebellious 

colonists were forced into ports of refugee like New York and Savannah, they continued to 

express their commitment both to an American community and British liberty. This connection, 

and longing for reform, would follow them into their diaspora as refugees from the Thirteen 

																																																								
26 Ruma Chopra, Unnatural Rebellion: Loyalists in New York City During the Revolution (Charlottesville: University 
of Virginia Press, 2011); Janice Potter, The Liberty We Seek: Loyalist Ideology in Colonial New York and 
Massachusetts (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983). 
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Colonies moved throughout the post-revolutionary British world. This chapter has a continued 

focus on political pamphlets, but also the minutes of the Continental Congress, the diary of 

revolutionary leader John Adams, and the Galloway Plan itself. The juxtaposition of the three, 

and my reading of them, paints an image of America on the threshold of war very different than 

Palmer’s. The unanimity of the continental movement, produced by the metanarrative of the age 

of revolution, was disputed by the contrary-minded who exhibited very real anxieties that 

colonists had about independence and what that meant for the security of their own liberty.   

 Chapter Three explores what happened to American colonists who were forced into exile 

from the new United States. Now loyalists under the protection of the British Crown, this chapter 

focuses in on their early experiences in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick from 1783 until 1786. It 

highlights the many challenges loyal refugees faced in constructing a new society from the rough 

Maritime shores, as well as the internal debates they had with each other on questions of land, 

representation, and governance. Most important, however, are the many ways that loyalist 

refugees challenged the very government that they relied so heavily upon for support in the early 

years of resettlement as mechanisms of opposition were no longer limited to the parameters of a 

rule of law. While the uses of written and oral criticism of governance continued, and form the 

backbone of this chapter, so to were the violent and calculated methods of dissent of the war 

years, now utilized by a supposedly ‘loyal’ population. In tracing both the active and passive 

dissent of the refugees in the Atlantic region, this section seeks to understand some of the divided 

loyalist experiences through the eyes of the colonial elite and the actions of the refugee rank and 

file. Imperial authority remained contested, by both groups, and the democratic spirit of Britain’s 

remaining American subjects did not yield to the unforgiving environment of British North 

America. The arrival of such diverse, reform-minded, and dissenting American colonists shaped 

the development of not only the Atlantic region, but also the future polity of Canada.  
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 Finally, I should acknowledge that Canadian scholars have, for the most part, produced 

the body of secondary sources used in Chapter Three. Where my first two chapters rely heavily 

upon American scholarship, and those histories of revolution, there has been a renewed American 

interest on the loyalists in the last ten years. This thesis pulls from historians like Chopra, 

Jasanoff, and Brannon in order to add to the newer scholarship on those colonists exiled after 

America’s independence and how those narratives fit in the grand scheme of revolution. But the 

primary sources used in this chapter pull together an image of American colonists no less 

inspired by that same democratic ideal that Palmer saw as enflaming America’s revolutionary 

movement. My own contribution to Loyalist Studies in the final chapter of this thesis 

demonstrates, not only how loyal refuges shaped the colonies of Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick, but also the enduring legacies of a contested constitutional debate in British North 

America. Together, these three chapters weave a story of defiance that reveals at once the spirit 

that emerged at the end of the eighteenth century and how those opposed to revolution displayed 

principles and beliefs that were likewise democratic and revolutionary in their own right. This 

was the nature of the age of constitutionalism. 
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Chapter One. 

“Inherent to the Liberty of Englishmen”: The Constitution, Taxation, and the Bonds of 
British-American Subjecthood, 1763-1766 
 

 

When we think of the American Revolution and the decade or so leading to it, militant 

violence at Lexington and Concord is often considered the first open challenge to British 

sovereignty in the Thirteen Colonies, a response to long-term disaffection with Britain.  

Frustrations, of course, existed long before 1775 and indeed preceded what is often thought as the 

‘Age of Revolution.’1 Moreover, many have pointed to the Stamp Act of 1765 as the first 

instance American colonists formed a united front against a tyrannical British Parliament. Yet, 

the nature of this resistance against Parliament did not spark questions of independence, rather 

they were fuelled by fears of losing English liberties. American colonists perceived themselves as 

Englishmen in America in the face of the political crisis of the 1760s, a key argument made by 

American historian Bernard Bailyn.2 Before they would become Loyalist or Patriot, they were 

subjects of the British crown, and coming on the heels of the French and Indian War, colonists 

were not about to surrender this notion of belonging. Frustration with Parliament, instead, 

solidified colonial identities until the outbreak of violence, defining the nature of the pre-

revolutionary period from 1763 through to 1774. 

 The decade before the outbreak of violence on the American continent was really part of 

an age or period of constitutionalism, reaffirming the role of a British identity shared by subjects 

																																																								
1 R.R. Palmer, The Age of the Democratic Revolution: A Political History of Europe and America, 1760-1800 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1959). 
2 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University, 1992), 12. 
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in both the colony and metropole.3 Subject status allowed American colonists to position 

themselves, and their identities, within a framework of belonging to empire, which gave colonists 

the ability to forge a constitutional argument from within a British system. Before it became 

revolutionary in the 1770s, America’s challenge to the authority of the British Parliament and 

opposition to the Stamp Act initiated an age of contested constitutionalism. The Stamp Act, 

passed in 1765 by the British Parliament, which levied new taxes upon printed goods and 

reinforced trade regulation within the empire, was a key catalyst to this debate between American 

colonists, peoples in Great Britain, and Parliament. The jurisdiction of the British Parliament, its 

role in inter-imperial taxation, and most importantly the amicable relationship between sovereign 

and subject, were interminable problems found throughout the British Empire over the course of 

the late eighteenth and nineteenth century. These debates, though constitutional in nature, were 

leavened with economic factors as subjects in Great Britain joined those in the colonies in 

opposition to an act that was perceived to work against the spirit of the British Constitution.  

This was not a period characterized by a loyalist versus patriot dichotomy since subjects 

on both sides of the Atlantic believed that they shared in both the liberties and securities 

confirmed by that status. This chapter provides an analysis of some of the many fears, reactions, 

and challenges to the passing of the Stamp Act and the constitutional jurisdiction of the British 

Parliament. In particular, the response of the press plays a key role in the methodological basis of 

this chapter as it offers a limited gaze into the mentalities of British subjects in America and 

Great Britain. The use of both newspapers and published pamphlets, as well as short political 

essays, appear continuously throughout this thesis. But in this first chapter, I wish to stress the 

similarities in argument used by the individuals and organizations cited throughout. The political 

																																																								
3 This idea is the product of conversation with Elizabeth Mancke, Professor and CRC at the University of New 
Brunswick. She suggested that, when thought of as an age of constitutionalism, the metanarrative of the 
revolutionary period is challenged. 
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elite of colonial America, appointed British officials, and metropolitan Britons all challenged the 

Stamp Act because they interpreted it as being an unconstitutional piece of legislation, and this is 

reflected in how each group grounded their argument against it. In America, the formation of the 

Stamp Act Congress in New York became one of the most vocal and recognizable organized 

forms of colonial resistance to the authority of the Parliament. In London, Britons led by 

Benjamin Franklin lobbied individual MPs and circulated numerous pamphlets and articles in the 

press challenging the jurisdiction of Parliament when it came to legislation enforcing internal 

taxation. Important to note, and discussed throughout this chapter, both subjects in America and 

in Great Britain accepted Parliament’s prerogative in the regulation of trade, but opposed acts of 

internal taxation because such legislation did not embody the consent of subjects needed to make 

such things constitutional. Moreover, subjects on both sides of the Atlantic saw that the 

imposition of the Stamp Act impeded colonial and metropolitan trade, linking issues of the 

constitution with that of the empire’s economy. The constitutional language used to resist the 

actions of the British Parliament illustrates that in the years prior to civil war and its subsequent 

reorientation of power, American colonists were Englishmen, using notions of subjecthood to 

claim the constitutional liberties owed to them by virtue of their status as subjects belonging to 

the British Empire.  

An Uneasy Peace, 1763-1765 

The Peace of Paris marked not only the end of the Seven Years’ War in 1763, but also the 

beginning of an age of constitutionalism. As Britain recoiled from extensive trans-national war 

with France, the empire was forced to reconcile two pressing challenges on the long road ahead. 

The first was finding its feet in new territory that now expanded west to the vast Mississippi river 

valley and north to the fertile St. Lawrence region. The second was dealing with the very dire 
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financial situation the empire found itself in following, and created by, war and rapid expansion.4 

In an effort to settle its financial losses, and to answer the pressing questions asked of it, the 

empire looked to its North American colonies with new eyes.5 Following a war that seemingly 

united Britons in both England and the colonies, its aftermath ultimately challenged their 

outwardly natural bonds of subjecthood.6 At a cost in both blood and money that was greater in 

the mother country than her North American dependents, the perceived solution, at least to the 

latter question, was a series of taxes now known as the Revenue Acts.7 Of these, the most 

infamous has come to be seen as the catalyst for the future revolutionary war. The Stamp Act, 

achieving royal assent on 22 March 1765, initiated a crisis that allowed colonists to 

constitutionally challenge the roles of Parliament, effectively ending what one historian has 

called an “orgy” of celebratory, patriotic sentiment generated by war against the French.8  

Though resistance to the Stamp Act in the colonies was mixed, and at times violent, the 

focus of this chapter reflects what many perceived were proper and constitutional mechanisms of 

opposition within the British system: written and oral, and in accordance with the rule of law. 

With this in mind the use of letters, petitions, pamphlets and newspapers form the source base of 

this chapter, chosen because their authors represent the different political bodies that produced 

constitutional dialogue in both colonial and imperial spaces. In doing so, it demonstrates the 

private and public thoughts of some of those involved and how writers and publishers chose to 

rebut actions of Parliament they regarded as unconstitutional. At the same time, these sources 

																																																								
4 Jack P. Greene, The Reinterpretation of the American Revolution (New York: Harper & Row, 1968), 24. 
5 E & H Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis: Prologue to Revolution (Williamsburg: University of North Carolina Press, 
1953), 6. 
6 Jack P. Greene, Reinterpretation of the American Revolution, 24. 
7 E & H Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis, 7. 
8 Max Savelle, “Nationalism and Other Loyalties in the American Revolution,” The American Historical Review, 
vol. 67, no. 4, (1962), p. 905. On American political culture leading up to the Stamp Act see, Gary B. Nash, The 
Urban Crucible: Social Change, Political Consciousness, and the Origins of the American Revolution, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1979); Fred Anderson, Crucible of War: The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of Empire in 
British North America, 1754-1766, (London: Faber and Faber, 2000). 
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provide only a limited glimpse into the mentalities of colonial peoples, where words may skew 

the future political goals of certain historical actors. The same can also be said for the following 

two chapters of this thesis. That said, print culture should still be understood as an opportunity to 

get a sense of the world colonial peoples lived in, their responses to the Stamp Act and the nature 

of the pre-revolutionary debate. 

Three days after the Stamp Act was passed in the British Parliament and before the 

colonists had officially received word, The Boston-Gazette and Country Journal reprinted an 

address from the House of Burgesses in Virginia in which the representatives of the colonial 

legislature appealed directly to the King on behalf of his “faithful subjects” about a violation of 

their constitutional liberty.9 Fears of the Stamp Act had been circulating in the colonial press and 

in Virginia, the representatives of the provincial legislature evoked both notions of their rights as 

Englishmen in America, but also their “Rights, which Men and as the Descendants of Britons 

they have ever quietly possessed.”10 In part caused by the economic threat the Act posed to the 

wealthy, Virginia’s legislature also confirmed that this crisis was much more than just opposition 

to legislation that worked against the economic interests of the colonies. Rather, it was the 

beginning of contesting beliefs on the place of subjects throughout the empire. By their linkage of 

birthright and their rights as men, representatives in the Virginia legislature equated themselves 

to all other Britons. The Stamp Act initiated a dialogue between Britons in both the colonies and 

metropole about the responsibility of the British Parliament, its jurisdiction, and the constitutional 

liberties owed to all subjects of the King by virtue of their birth and inherited liberty regardless of 

their geographic position in the empire.11 The Stamp Act was understood by colonists in America 

																																																								
9 “Address of the Council and House of Burgesses of the Province of Virginia,” The Boston-Gazette, and Country 
Journal, 25 March 1765, 1. 
10 Ibid, p. 1. 
11 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, 20. 
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to be an assault upon their constitutional rights as subjects, but also as an affront against the very 

nature of British liberty set out by the constitution.  

The Stamp Act did more than just drive up the cost of colonial printing with a tax on all 

printed materials. In addition to increasing prices as an act of internal taxation, the colonies were 

also subject to harsher restrictions on trade, limited-to-no imports with nations other than Britain, 

and taxes levied on all official court documents such as deeds, almanacs and all matters relating 

to law.12 Internal taxation, in the case of the Stamp Act, was a duty levied on commodities after 

their importation, limiting the consumer’s ability to negotiate price at point of sale. In contrast, 

external tax through the regulation of trade was pre-calculated into the price of imported goods, 

allowing consumers to simply go to another vendor, with different and negotiable prices. The 

Stamp Act also licensed greater implementation of the Navigation Acts, enforcing the direction 

of trade throughout the empire and affecting subjects in America and the metropole. Britain had 

had a long history of stamp duties, levied since the reign of Charles II. Though they had lapsed in 

1688, stamp levies had been in operation in Britain since the reign of William III. Passed and 

imposed by representatives local to those houses of government, they were constitutional.13 

Important to note, and as we shall see, colonists did not take issue with external taxation or the 

regulation of trade. Rather, Britons were opposed to the Stamp Act precisely because it was a tax 

levied directly against goods. In doing so, the act challenged the historical belief that Englishmen 

had a say in how they were taxed. 

The histories of English liberty and constitutionalism were, as Bailyn argued, “safeguards 

against such evils [that had been] built up” beginning with Magna Carta, outlining the inner 

																																																								
12 P.D.D. Thomas, British Politics and the Stamp Act Crisis, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), 69. 
13 Ibid, p. 70. A merchant and colonial land prospector named Henry McCulloh in 1757 was first to suggest a stamp 
duty in the colonies.  Regardless, the introduction of the Stamp Act by Prime Minister George Granville to 
Parliament negated the Act’s colonial conception, and was immediately perceived as an imposition upon subjects the 
likes of which had not before been imposed on Britons. 
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boundaries of constitutional liberty and establishing frameworks that checked the powers of 

government and crown. The Stuarts, a civil war and the bloody tyranny that swept across Great 

Britain in the seventeenth-century leading up to the Glorious Revolution, were factors at the fore 

of the colonial mindset.14 Britain’s ancient constitutional history was associated with notions of 

historical difference between rights of Englishmen and other Europeans. As Linda Colley has 

rightly observed, ideas of Englishness born out of this history of liberty in contrast with other 

nations acted like a vanguard to British conceptions of national identity.15 This belief was 

transplanted into the colonial setting where it was not uncommon to see references in print to 

“ancient” and “ancestral” rights to English liberty. Colonists were acutely aware that their 

contemporary liberty was the result of extensive struggle and required the utmost vigilance to 

maintain.16 The Stamp Act was understood to be a gateway to feudal systems of the not so distant 

past. Since a Catholic monarch had once crushed the purest of liberties in England, it stood to 

reason that the colonies that had inherited that same liberty feared that Parliament, by way of the 

Stamp Act, could do the same.17   

On the first of November 1765, the day the Stamp Act was set to take effect in the 

colonies, subjects in urban centres like Baltimore, Portsmouth, Newport, and Wilmington held 

mock funerals for liberty.18 The Stamp Act had effectively created a resistance by Englishmen 

against Parliament and its perceived illegalities, and generated discussion on taxation, the 

constitution and the nature of belonging to empire. As the earlier address in the House of 

Burgesses had stated, “Hereditary British Liberty” was a “Freedom which all Men, especially 

																																																								
14 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, 81. 
15 Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation 1707-1837, (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1992), 38. 
16 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, 81-82. 
17 Ibid, p. 82-83. 
18 E & H Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis, 201. 
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those who derive their Constitution from Britain, [had] a Right to enjoy.”19 The reactions of 

colonists were diverse. Some held open protests against the Stamp Act and others organized 

politically in an effort to appeal directly to the Crown in order to subvert the actions of 

Parliament. However, colonists were linked by their shared knowledge that this was a struggle 

against what the Virginia Legislature called an “Exercise of anti-constitutional Power,” in 

opposition to the “Posterity of Britons, who have at all Times been forward to demonstrate all 

due Reverence to the Mother Kingdom.”20 This dialogue between American colonists, British 

officials, and peoples in the metropole on the jurisdiction and limitations of Parliament in the 

colonial setting has produced much debate amongst scholars.  

In this moment, some historians have argued that there was a sense of latent American 

loyalty and American nationalism concealed by postwar British patriotic sentiment.21 This was 

supported by Richard Merritt’s study, Symbols of American Community, 1735-1755. His 

examination of American print culture in the decades leading up to Lexington and Concord 

concluded that colonists had a high degree of community awareness.22 Merritt also determined 

that the appearance of different symbols of identification in newspapers like “American,” 

“Massachusetts,” and “Virginian,” pointed to what Jack P. Greene described as a succinct 

“overcoming [of] difference” that allowed colonists to unite against the mother country.23 Yet, 

opposition to the Stamp Act was not the beginning of a movement toward independence; in fact 

far from it. Greene and Merritt placed emphasis on the importance of expressed geographic 

location through language in generating these imagined connections, neglecting the fact that in 

																																																								
19 “The Memorial of the Council of Burgesses of Virginia,” The Boston-Gazette, and Country Journal, 25 March 
1765, 1. 
20 “The Remonstrance of the Council and Burgesses of Virginia,” The Boston Gazette, and Country Journal, 25 
March 1765, emphasis in original, 1. 
21 Max Savelle, Seeds of Liberty: The Genesis of the American Mind, (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
1965). 
22 Richard L. Merritt, Symbols of American Community, 1735- 1775, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966). 
23 Jack P. Greene, Reinterpretation of the American Revolution, 26. 
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the minds of American colonists, they were Englishmen and subjects within a larger imperial 

network. The imagined community, which the press did produce, fashioned bonds of identity that 

spanned the Atlantic, as colonists demanded their liberties as Britons, not Americans.  

The Stamp Act also fostered a critique, by the political elite, on what colonial resistance 

to the encroachment of the British Parliament in the American colonies should look like. There 

was a general mood amongst colonists that in making the constitution effective and inviolable, 

leaders needed to exercise a delicate balance of self-restraint when they expressed political 

influence.24 Robert M. Calhoon noted that though there was disagreement between colonists on 

the methods and goals of colonial resistance, the belief and role of the constitution in the 

protection of liberty was universal. Even appointed British officials like the governor of 

Massachusetts, Thomas Hutchinson, according to Calhoon, opposed the imposition of the Stamp 

Act but was also critical of “Whig motivation,” and those who he believed sought personal goals 

by supporting colonial upstarts and agitators. The governor believed that the colonial political 

elite was willing to jeopardise liberties already existing in the colonies for individual gain. 

Hutchison, like many colonists, feared that heavy handed and ill-considered factional 

hooliganism would result in Parliament retaliating. Other historians, like Bailyn, have argued that 

Hutchinson and others like him were also more apt to assert the responsibility of Whig 

leadership, giving into their passions and utilizing violence, impairing the normal function of the 

constitution by 1775.25 

																																																								
24 Robert M. Calhoon, Critics of Colonial Resistance in the Pre-Revolutionary Debate, 1763-1776, Ph.D, (Western 
Reserve University, 1964), 17. 
25 Ibid, p. 19. 
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Resistance to the Stamp Act was not exclusively violent and much of the literature on 

colonial action points to written and oral rather than physical displays of opposition.26 Influenced 

by the ideas of seventeenth-century English philosophers such as John Locke, many colonial 

Americans argued that the popular political resistance of subjects, which shaped the discourse of 

the Stamp Act crisis, had to be met peaceably to achieve a favourable and democratic solution.27 

As Pauline Maier has suggested in her study Resistance to Revolution, communities understood 

that “government was created by the people to promote the public welfare.” There was, Maier 

stressed, the potential for revolution in this moment of resistance, for the colonists had an 

idealized notion of the British system.28 But, when these ideals where challenged, most American 

colonists wanted to maintain their place within the British system, as it was believed to be the 

best way to protect their rights.  

This is perhaps best demonstrated through the calling of the Stamp Act Congress. 

Composed of a delegation of elected colonial representatives, the congress was formed in 

response to and in protest against the imposition of British internal taxation. When it convened in 

New York in October 1765, the congress asserted the delegate’s “undoubted right [as] 

Englishmen,” and their determination to defend the constitutional liberties of British colonists.29 

Liberty was an abstract ideal, to say the least, but most importantly liberty to those gathered in 

New York meant living under the British Constitution and not breaking from it.  

																																																								
26 This doctrine of resistance, succinctly stated, stressed that tyranny must be met by protestors representing a broad 
spectrum of all ranks of colonial society, and that dissidents utilize all peaceful avenues of redress prior to any 
utilization of force. Protests took many forms, and Pauline Maier provides an excellent analysis of the evolution of a 
radical consciousness in the decade preceding independence. Pauline Maier, From Resistance to Revolution: 
Colonial Radicals and the Development of American Opposition to Britain, 1765-1776, (New York: Knopf, 1972).	
27 Pauline Maier, From Resistance to Revolution, 27. 
28 Ibid, p. 28. 
29 “Authentic account of the proceedings of the congress held at New-York, in MDCCLXV, On the Subject of the 
American Stamp Act,” London, printed for J. Almon, MDCCLXVII. [1767], Eighteenth Century Collections Online 
(accessed April 10, 2017), 5. 
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Compliance to lawful elected and appointed leaders was required, according to the Stamp 

Act Congress, and remained an ideal central to “liberty,” just as it was necessary to oppose 

magistrates acting unlawfully or in opposition to the constitution. The right to resist was not 

simply asserted, but examined, and limitations were imposed upon opposition to parliamentary 

prerogative as colonial representatives worked within the system they believed best served the 

rights of subjects.30 When ministers were perceived to be acting unlawfully, and certainly the 

passing of the Stamp Act raised questions about the legitimacy of Parliament’s position, colonial 

opposition needed to be channelled to reflect the lawful position of Englishmen in America. 

Subjecthood and subordination to the British constitution were part of the process of belonging to 

empire, legitimized by ideas of natural law, forming the core of colonial political mechanisms 

and their British identity. The Stamp Act Congress could not lawfully challenge the legitimacy of 

the British Parliament and its place in American legislation, but their consciousness of the 

constitutional frameworks of the empire allowed them to challenge acts of internal taxation, like 

the Stamp Act, because the assembly that had passed it did not represent colonists. This method 

of resisting the actions of Parliament would not be challenged until 1774-75 when violence 

supplanted dialogue as the popular means to an end and issues of trust directed at Parliament 

began to reflect upon the Crown.  

Bernard Bailyn has argued violent outbursts against British authority in response to the 

Stamp Act and other imperial efforts to manipulate colonial finances were not the beginnings of 

an overthrowing, or even a revision to, the existing social order. Such resistance was really about 

preserving a constitution jeopardised by corrupted ministers.31 Dissenters were still subjects who 

understood that they held the same rights and liberties as those who lived in Britain. The 

																																																								
30 Pauline Maier, From Resistance to Revolution, 32. 
31 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, 19. 
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relationship between subject and sovereign was founded upon the idea that each held mutual 

interest within the other, subordinate to the constitution and supported by the rule of law. This 

contradiction between autonomy and subordination was not lost on colonial politicians in 

opposition to both the Stamp Act or Parliament, but instead were masked by their shared sense of 

subjecthood, the likes of which reinforced their positions as both Englishmen and as members of 

empire. Colonists expected to be represented in the same way as Britons in the metropolis, 

adhering to the same laws, guaranteeing loyalty that was to be repaid through subject status and 

English liberty under a shared constitution. 

Positions of subjecthood were exactly what The Stamp Act Congress invoked. After its 

careful deliberation on the rights and grievances of the people in British colonies, it resolved that 

it was their duty to express “That his Majesty’s subjects in these colonies, owe the same 

allegiance to the crown of Great-Britain” as all Britons.32 The Congress, whose twenty-seven 

delegates included John Dickenson, a solicitor and politician from Philadelphia and Robert 

Livingston, a New York judge and colonial assembly member, stressed their “due subordination 

to the body of parliament of Great-Britain” as all Englishmen born within and without Britain 

rightly owed.33 They argued that their geographic location within the empire did not negate the 

rights owed to them from their subject status, and were steadfast that their lack of shared control 

over the administration meant they should not bear the financial burdens of being governed in 

such a way.34 Furthermore, delegates conceded that the people of the colonies were not, and 

could not, be represented in the British House of Commons due to their local circumstances. 

Because of this, they conceived that no internal tax imposed onto them could be deemed 
																																																								
32 “Authentic account of the proceedings of the congress held at New-York, in MDCCLXV, On the Subject of the 
American Stamp Act,” London, printed for J. Almon, MDCCLXVII. [1767]. Eighteenth Century Collections Online 
(accessed April 10, 2017), p. 5.	
33 Ibid, p. 5. 
34 Ruma Chopra, Unnatural Rebellion: Loyalists in New York City During the Revolution, (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia Press, 2011), 22. 
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constitutional without their consent, but at the same time urged that their respective legislatures 

work in the “spirit of the British constitution.”35 In direct reference to the Stamp Act, the 

Congress also reflected upon the ancient limits and jurisdictions of Parliament. They emphasised 

the necessity of local representation and not the perceived impositions of tyrannical magistrates 

which “subvert[ed] the rights and liberties” of Britons. Pulling connections between the past and 

their present, the Congress drew parallels amid their current colonial experience with that of 

British constitutional history.36 Limitations upon the powers of Parliament were part of a 

historical balance underpinning the idea of liberty and Britain’s mixed constitutional government. 

For there to be freedoms for subjects, checks had to exist to prevent governing bodies from 

sinking to despotism. The English constitution, which functioned to serve liberty, was believed to 

work as this check when the three social orders of government - royalty, nobility, and the 

commons - operated within their respective natural boundaries.37  

Robert Livingston, who was a prominent politician in New York in the years leading up 

to the revolution, remarked in his journal after the congress had concluded, that there had been 

disagreement between delegates on whether to “insist on the Repeal of all acts laying Duties on 

Trade as well as the Stamp Act,” or merely the regulation of trade by Britain.38 Many delegates 

were not inclined to give any acknowledgement to the Parliament in cases of internal taxation, 

but from this statement we can see that some members of congress at least accepted the authority 

of Parliament to regulate trade. Helen and Edmond Morgan, co-authors of The Stamp Act Crisis, 

																																																								
35 “Authentic account of the proceedings of the congress held at New-York, in MDCCLXV, On the Subject of the 
American Stamp Act,” London, printed for J. Almon, MDCCLXVII. [1767]. Eighteenth Century Collections Online 
(accessed April 10, 2017), 6. 
36 Ibid, p. 6.  
37 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, 70. 
38 Richard L. Livingston, November 2, 1765, quoted by Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis, 107. 
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believed the Stamp Act’s predecessor, the Sugar Act, had complicated matters.39 “An act which 

served both to raise revenue and to regulate trade,” it was feared that an admission of 

Parliament’s authority to regulate commerce might also mean that taxes levied by the Sugar Act 

were constitutional, expanding the British Parliament’s political bounds of power in America.40  

The delegates of congress, however, failed to define what exactly the constitutional limits 

of Parliament were, either politically or fiscally, but did carefully make distinctions between acts 

of legislations and acts of taxation. “That all supplies to the crown being free gifts of the people, 

it is unreasonable and inconsistent with the principles and spirit of the British constitution, for the 

people of Great-Britain to grant to his Majesty the property of colonists.”41 Taxes, like gifts, 

could only be granted by the representatives of the people, unlike other acts of legislation 

according to article six of the Congress’s report.42 Political liberty thus had to reflect a display of 

power that was agreeable to the laws made and enacted through the consent of the people. 

Holding the power to exercise natural rights within limits was not set by the mere will or desire 

of men in power but by non-arbitrary law. Law, which was enacted by legislatures containing 

within them the proper balance of forces, was designed to mitigate the passions of men, 

preventing the assembly of representatives from descending into mob rule.43 These were not 

revolutionary ideas; rather this was the product of what men like Livingston meant by “liberty” in 

																																																								
39 The Sugar Act, also known as the American Revenue Act, was a revenue-raising act passed by the Parliament of 
Great Britain on 5 April 1764. Its predecessor, The Molasses Act (1733), which levied a tax of six pence per gallon 
of molasses, had never been effectively collected. To limit evasion the Sugar Act reduced the rate of import on sugar 
by half and increased measures to enforce the tax. Thus, the act both regulated how trade was done and changed the 
amount of tax placed internally on the commodity.  
40 E & H Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis, 108. 
41 “Authentic account of the proceedings of the congress held at New-York, in MDCCLXV, On the Subject of the 
American Stamp Act,” London, printed for J. Almon, MDCCLXVII. [1767]. Eighteenth Century Collections Online 
(accessed April 10, 2017), pp. 6. 
42 E & H Morgan, The Stamp Act Crisis, 111. 
43 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, 77. 
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1765, not independence for the American colonies, but a return to the status quo ante, before 

traditional colonial rights had been usurped by the terms of the Stamp Act.44  

The Stamp Act Congress was clear that a return to the statue quo required checks upon 

positions of power as the different houses of government acted out their respective roles set out in 

the British constitution and its application upon subjects. As in England, if the Crown, the 

aristocracy, or the assembly moved past their perimeters set out by natural law, they would 

descend into tyranny, oligarchy or mob rule respectively because they pushed beyond their 

constitutional confinements of social and political power. The report of the Stamp Act Congress 

put forth “That it is the right of the British subjects in these colonies to petition the king, or either 

house of parliament” in the event that their liberties as subjects were being attacked.45 Questions 

raised by the political crisis of the 1760s around the jurisdiction of Parliament in America were 

the result of actions understood in the colonies all too well. Colonists had long conceived that 

there was the possibility of a loss of liberty, and the measures taken by the British Government 

and its magistrates were evidence of a deliberate conspiracy against the liberty in both England 

and America.46 According to Jack P. Greene, the Stamp Act was considered “in fact only the 

small, immediately visible part of the greater whole whose ultimate manifestation would be 

nothing less than the destruction of the English constitution with all the rights and privileges 

embedded in it.”47 It was for this reason that the nature of the powers of Parliament was so 

fervently debated; yet because of the conflict between subordination to the constitution and 
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autonomy from the Parliament, questions of power in particular, left the Stamp Act Congress 

divided.  

Though time and time again scholars have asserted the importance of print culture to the 

revolutionary cause, it should be stated that the Stamp Act also represented an affront against the 

printed word. 48 Colonial newspapers and pamphleteers were relentless in reporting on the 

passing of a stamp duty and arguing against it, at times literally interpreting the act as an assault 

upon the liberty of colonists, the press, and their voice. Where petitions had allowed non-native 

born Britons, such as the empire’s acquired French subjects, to flex a British imperial status and 

to make claims on subjecthood to vindicate liberties owed them, the colonial press fostered a 

mode of belonging that strengthened American and English ties to subject status.49 As one letter 

in a local Boston paper asked, “Can our Liberties be secure, when that great and essential one of 

the PRESS is daily attacked, and PRINTERS and BOOKSELLERS are so terrified by uncommon 

Rigour, that they will neither Print nor Publish?”50 Colonists not only feared the encroachment of 

Parliament through taxation, but also the dangers this jurisdictional overextension meant to the 

future liberties of the loyal opposition, a trademark of English governance.51 “To destroy the 

Liberty of the PRESS,” proclaimed one anonymous writer to the Boston-Gazette, would be “what 

despotic ministers have ever aimed at, as the only Bars to their arbitrary Designs.”52 The printed 

word was interpreted as another check upon the powers of government and British subjects easily 

portrayed taxation upon the very paper it was printed on as an excessive means to an end.  

British	subjects	were	aware	of	the	power	and	importance	of	the	free	press,	both	in	

North	America	and	in	Great	Britain.	But	on	the	American	continent,	many	colonists	were	
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concerned	that,	in	some	cases,	the	British	press	was	antagonistic	to	colonial	subjects. 

Colonial printers throughout New England understood that the British Press had the potential to 

create animosity between British and American English subjects. New England in particular 

began to blame the English press for the current political climate. On 10 June 1765, an article 

appeared in the Boston Evening Post, the author (anonymous) claiming to have observed the 

publication of several pieces in English papers relating to North America that were “evidently 

calculated to misrepresent the colonies, and raise prejudices against them in the minds of the 

people of England” and Parliament.53 Though it is not stated from what newspapers these 

conclusions were drawn, colonists believed the press to be both a maker and a mirror of public 

opinion, at least in England.54 The English press also generated a third component to the dialogue 

of the constitutional crisis, as the English press informed the Parliament, the Parliament taxed the 

colonists accordingly, and the colonists blamed them both. The colonies were apparently 

presented to metropolitan subjects as “seditiously inclined, disaffected to the English constitution 

and government, and aiming at an independence”.55  

Economy and Liberty, 1765-1766 

The fact that the colonies were being portrayed as a financial threat to the metropolis in 

English papers no doubt frustrated the colonial readership because of their economic situation, at 

odds with the imposition of unconstitutional acts of taxation and their dependence on British 

manufactured goods. Such accounts made by the British press frustrated the editors of many New 

England newspapers. They also appreciated, however, that not all in Britain shared in such 

condemnation. Indeed many in Britain supported colonial resistance to the Stamp Act, for a 
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number of reasons, including the limitations that the Act placed on trade from British ports. The 

Stamp Act’s reinforcement of the Navigation Acts, and those restrictions on trade, limited the 

scope of American enterprise with neighbouring French and Spanish colonies, which in turn 

stunted the growth of port economies in Britain since their goods could only go so many places. 

If it was the duty of subjects to expand the reach and influence of British culture and economy 

than the act had hindered the American colonies ability to do so. There was a great deal published 

in Britain about the constitutional rights of Parliament to tax the colonies, but at the same time 

opposition to the Stamp Act was not limited to the colonial setting.56 Across the Atlantic, Britons 

in England likewise debated the powers of Parliament as they watched their houses of 

government descend into what was perceived as an oligarchic state. Subjects in Britain 

understood that the Parliament was working in opposition to Englishmen in America, their rights 

as subjects of the empire and the fragile balance of constitutional powers needed to protect the 

liberties of all who derived their constitution from Great Britain.  

Sympathy for colonial grievances amongst Britons in the metropole is not thought to be 

extensive according to John Sainsbury’s study, Disaffected Patriots.57 Benjamin Franklin, who 

was an American colonial voice in London during the Stamp Act crisis, reflected upon the 

actions of Parliament in 1767 and the general acceptance in England that the American colonies 

were in a subordinate relationship to the mother country. “Every Man in England,” he wrote, 

“seems to jostle himself as a Piece of a Sovereign over America; seems to jostle himself into the 

Throne with the King, and talks of our subjects in the Colonies.”58 Yet, opposition to the late acts 
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of Parliament existed and in a remarkably similar way, many Britons in the metropole feared that 

the powers of a corrupt Parliament were committed to subverting the liberty of subjects and the 

integrity of the governing institutions in both America and England. These Commonwealthmen, 

or “Real Whigs” as they also were known, mounted campaigns against what was assumed to be 

ministerial plots to overthrow the liberty of Englishmen in America.59 Even those who supported 

the idea of the subordination of the colonies to the metropole recognized that that the Stamp Act 

was in opposition to the general British public’s concept of liberty amongst subjects of the same 

King, subordinate or otherwise.60  

Writing under multiple pseudonyms, Franklin found himself caught in the midst of the 

English public’s debate on the role of Parliament in taxation, a debate that was argued in the 

press in both the colonies and metrople. Leading the friends of America in Britain, Franklin was 

one of the most fervent colonial agents present in London and he actively sought out individual 

Members of Parliament to inform them of the crisis brewing in the colonies. From the waning 

months of 1765 through to February of 1766, Franklin was responsible for several publications 

that appeared in the London press in defence of the colonies.61 He also devoted much of his own 

private time to lobbying different members of government. With the change of administration 

following Lord Grenville’s defeat in the election of July 1765, Franklin was hopeful that the new 

government might usher in a cleansing of the corrupted assembly.62 “We have … so many friends 

among the ins,” Franklin wrote, “that we think of endeavouring, if they continue, to get the repeal 

of the Stamp Act. No endeavour of mine shall be wanting, but . . . such things once done are 
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seldom given up.”63 Even if the complete repeal of the Stamp Act was not achieved, Franklin 

contented that the new Rockingham administration would at least make some concessions to the 

colonies in order to maintain the peace and, as some saw it, the mutual interests of British 

subjects.  

Mutual interests, and opposition to the Stamp Act, were not exclusively ideological in 

nature or grounded in principle. They were also pragmatic and a reaction to immediate economic 

concerns of subjects on both sides of the Atlantic. Franklin’s exploits in England, as a result, did 

not go unnoticed by colonists and many were hopeful that he and other friends in England could 

sway the political tides. Many in the colonies were worried that the Stamp Act might jeopardise 

America’s financial state, as well as its constitutional place in the empire. Writing in October of 

1765 to Lord Dartmouth, President of the Board of Trade in London, the Reverend George 

Whitfield was optimistic that both he and their “mutual good friend Doctor Franklin,” would help 

the “great sufferers” of the Stamp Act.64 Though Whitfield was more worried about his church’s 

ability to establish missions west of the Appalachians, he recognized that the Stamp Act’s effect 

on New England merchants and the general economy among other things, was limiting his 

church’s ability to reach indigenous communities. Whitfield feared that if the “English did not 

treat them [indigenous peoples] as Brethren,” that this heightened a risk of war between 

indigenous peoples and colonists.65 The Stamp Act, which limited traders and their goods from 

reaching indigenous consumers, consequently posed an internal security risk. Whitfield, echoing 

the position of the Indian Superintendent of Pennsylvania, noted that without working on this 

fragile connection bolstered only by continued trade, native peoples could “again dissent the 
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British Interest, and write with the French who at that very time had and were sending Traders 

among Them.”66 

The economy and national security, much like the constitution, were also on the minds of 

those disaffected Britons who recoiled at the thought of enforcing such a duty upon Englishmen. 

As one pamphleteer in London saw it, though the colonies were the children of England, “they 

are now grown to Maturity,” and as such, “should be held by stronger bonds.”67 Though it was 

not uncommon to hear ideas of implementing the stamp duty by force, in Britain and in America, 

this anonymous pamphleteer argued that strong bonds should not be maintained by force but 

could be employed through “reciprocal Advantage.”68 Supporters of the colonists were adamant 

that it was “inherent to the liberty of Englishmen” that no man, or his property, could be “taxed 

without his consent.”69 The crisis thus helped to fashion a certain attitude amongst British 

reformers about the role of Parliament in the perceived maltreatment of the colonies by limiting 

their access to English liberty. Enforced internal taxation in America was a predictable 

consequence of growing ministerial despotism and parliamentary corruption.70 Englishmen in 

Britain were similarly engaged with these same ideas about the bodies of social order and power 

that violated their constitutional boundaries through the imposition of taxes upon subjects without 

their consent. Even Britons who did not actively participate in pro-American movements shared 

suspicions of Parliament, utilizing the trope now so casually associated with the American rebel 

cause, ‘no taxation without representation.’  
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The mutual distrust of Parliament held by subjects in both America and Britain is perhaps 

best emphasised by the correspondence of Peter Russell and his cousin William Wilcocks. An 

Irish-born solider and plantation owner, Russell settled in Virginia after 1763 with the close of 

the Seven Years’ War. Russell incurred great sums of debt from gambling that eventually forced 

him to return to Britain in 1770s, but during his time in America, where he longed to enter the 

lucrative slave trade, he maintained correspondence with his cousin, Wilcocks, a merchant in 

Britain.71 The two spoke frequently on conditions in America before the revolution and both 

agreed that the Stamp Act was not only an infringement upon the American colonist’s “Rights as 

Men” but also their status as “Englishmen” and ability to produce capital (necessary to Russell’s 

success as a save trader).72 Russell’s words are important, not only because he would later be 

appointed as Judge for the Court of King’s Bench in Upper Canada, but also because of his 

connection of rights, liberty, and capital. Of the activities of Parliament, Russell ascertained that 

no Englishman could agree to actions that did not reflect “the British constitution or the Laws of 

Man and Common sense” in the assembly or “any other Body” of the social order.73 Despite their 

geographic separation, both Russell and Wilcocks understood that the Stamp Act and Parliament 

were acting against the constitutional and economic interests of British subjects and the liberties 

they had. This conflict was a central aspect of one of Parliament’s special committee meetings on 

trade that examined the impact of the Stamp Act in both America and Britain. 

The economic woes of the colonies and British merchants were driving factors behind the 

London Board of Trade’s parliamentary Committee on Trade in America, which took place in the 

early months of 1766. The Committee consisted of some sixty delegates representing the 
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colonies, Parliament, British merchants and manufacturers who came together to discuss affairs 

of trade and the economic effects of the Stamp Act on British subjects.74 British merchants and 

manufacturers were worried that the Stamp Act, and the regulation of trade, could harm 

economic ventures in metropolitan ports like Bristol. Though the intended goal of enforcing the 

Navigation Acts was to prevent colonists from purchasing anything other than British goods, it 

limited the reach of metropolitan traders. If the colonial economy were to spiral, it would 

jeopardise metropolitan finances as well.75 Franklin, who had been in London since the passing 

of the Stamp Act, was one colonial representative, but his objections to the actions of Parliament 

were not for the sole benefit of subjects in America and rather reflected a general fear that a 

corrupt legislature could harm subjects throughout the empire.  

On the 13 February 1766 the examination of Benjamin Franklin to the British Parliament 

was heard as part of the Committee’s session. Of the delegates, Franklin and one other were the 

only two not specifically concerned with trade in North America, but in this moment American 

colonists were finally able to engage directly with the ministers they perceived to be attacking 

their inherited liberty. In a series of questions, posed by political theorist and Member of 

Parliament Edmond Burke, Franklin explained the position of colonists with regard to the passing 

of the Stamp Act.76  On the resolutions of Parliament, Franklin reminded the ministers that no act 

of internal taxation imposed upon citizens of the British Empire, who were owed liberties by the 

same constitution, could be regarded as anything other than “unconstitutional and unfit.”77 

Franklin also stressed the difference between internal and external taxation. “An External tax,” 

Franklin noted, was a “duty laid on commodities imported, that duty is added to the first cost… 
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and makes it part of the price.” The people thus could choose whether they liked that price but 

most importantly “are not obliged to pay it.”78 Franklin was impassioned by the position of the 

colonies and repeated that “the general opinion was, that the parliament neither would nor could 

lay any tax on [colonists], till [they] were duly represented in parliament, because it was not just, 

nor agreeable to the nature of an English constitution.”79 Not only those American colonists who 

felt that they were being imposed upon understood this. Appointed British officials in America 

also were hesitant about the actions taken by the empire’s legislative body.  

For example, in 1764 Thomas Fitch, Governor of Connecticut, had published his reasons 

why the British colonies in America should not be charged with internal taxes by the authority of 

a parliament they were not represented in. “By the Common Law of England,” he had written, 

“every Commoner hath a Right not to be subjected to Laws made without his Consent.”80 Even 

before the passing and crisis of the Stamp Act, Fitch had surmised that powers of taxation and the 

privilege of the vote had to reflect the will of subjects, and that the colonial assemblies were the 

only bodies that fulfilled the demands of the British Constitution in North America. Furthermore, 

and incredibly similar to the articles laid out by the Stamp Act Congress the following year, Fitch 

had stressed that with subjecthood, colonists “owe such an inseparable Allegiance to the King, 

that they cannot, by any Act of theirs, renounce or transfer their subjection to any foreign Prince” 

or notion of independence.81 Again, this contradiction between subordination and autonomy was 

not the product of some cognitive oversight. Rather, Fitch concluded that subjection, obedience, 

and protection formed the symbiotic and amicable relationship needed to buttress the bonds of 

subjecthood in America. “The King,” stated Fitch, “has an Interest in all his Subjects, so they 
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have an Interest in him, regulated according to the political Constitution” in order to promote the 

reciprocal relationship between subject and sovereign.82 Most importantly, Fitch’s recognition of 

his own identity as a subject of Britain reaffirmed both his position as an Englishman and his 

place within the empire.  

Fitch had moreover been incredibly damning of those in Britain who proclaimed that the 

colonists had in fact lost their inherited rights to liberty as Englishmen. Because of their distance 

from the metropole, Fitch had reminded opponents that: 

Though the Subjects, in the Colonies, are situated at a great Distance from the Mother 
Country, and, for that Reason, cannot participate in the general Legislature of the Nation, 
nor enjoy some particular formal Immunities possessed by those at Home; yet, as they 
settle, at this Distance, by Royal Licence, and under national Encouragements, and 
thereby enlarging the British Dominions and Commerce, which adds Riches and Strength 
to the Nation; and as they brought with them, and constantly claimed, the general 
Principles, those fundamental Principles, which contain Essence and Spirit of the 
common Law of the Nation.83 

 
In this way, Fitch equated commerce with the rights of men, and had argued that though settled in 

the expanses of the English nation beyond Great Britain, colonists had satisfied their reciprocal 

duty to Britain, validating their status as subjects. Though men who were largely concerned about 

their income surrounded Benjamin Franklin at his deposition two years later, Fitch had 

proclaimed that subjects, not just subordinate employees, sustained the empire’s bottom line. For 

Fitch, it was clear that American colonists preformed what was expected of them by expanding 

both the influence and treasury of Britain’s empire.   

The men who reaffirmed these notions of belonging were numerous, and indeed it is hard 

to open a New England newspaper from the time and not find reference to ‘Englishness’ and 

British subjecthood in America. Of those who did publish their thoughts in papers, John 
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Dickenson’s “Letters from a Farmer” have since become one of the most recognisable 

pseudonyms in the colonial press.84 From their first appearance in 1767 until 1768, the Farmer’s 

name appeared in numerous supporting pieces, adding to the constitutional debate first produced 

by the Stamp Act crisis.85 A colonial politician from Pennsylvania and the future author of the 

1775 “Declaration of the Causes and Necessity of Taking Up Arms,” Dickenson’s twelve-volume 

set of letters were published weekly in the Pennsylvania Chronicle and Universal Advertiser, 

beginning with the November 30 issue. Post-dated November 5, 1767, Dickenson’s inaugural 

editorial as ‘The Farmer’ was a direct reference to the seventy-ninth anniversary of the landing of 

William III at Torbay, marking the Glorious Revolution that “gave Constitutional Liberty to all 

Englishmen.”86 On the actions of the current Parliament, Dickenson was resolute that the body 

“unquestionably possesses a legal authority to regulate [sic] the trade of Great Britain, and all her 

colonies. Such an authority” Dickenson wrote, “is essential to the relation between a mother 

country and her colonies; and necessary for the common good of all.”87  

Dickinson further examined the place of America in the empire and concluded in his 

second letter that “We are but parts of a whole [sic]; and therefore there must exist a power 

somewhere, to preside, and preserve the connection in due order.” Of the jurisdictional power of 

the British Parliament, Dickinson stated, “This power is lodged in the parliament; and we are as 

much dependent on Great Britain, as a perfectly free people can be on another.”88 Of this 

amicable relationship, in which Dickenson mirrored Fitch’s notions of the relationship between 
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subjection, obedience, and protection, he likewise understood that the Stamp Act, as an act of 

internal taxation, was not “beneficial to the intercourse between the several constitutional parts of 

the empire.” Dickenson concluded that though many of the previously imposed duties on trade 

were designed to restrain commerce, a protective measure for English merchants, they were to 

prevent what might be injurious to another and “promote the general welfare” and wealth of 

Englishmen.89  

Repeal and Conclusion 

During this age of constitutionalism, American colonists, colonial politicians, British 

officials and members of the British public all debated the powers of Parliament using the same 

language of opposition. The Stamp Act created a political crisis that at once tested and confirmed 

bonds of subjecthood that stretched across the Atlantic as American colonists used their status as 

subjects in the empire to vindicate their claims to the rights owed to them as Englishmen. At the 

same time, many Britons in both America and England feared that Parliament’s efforts to move 

beyond its constitutional boundaries were unmistakably an action moving toward the tyrannical 

governments of the past. The Stamp Act’s repeal on 18 March 1766 was a testament to the power 

of opposition through the rule of law and was heralded as a great victory in London and the 

colonies. On 24 March 1766 a copy of the resolutions of the Stamp Act Congress was reprinted 

in The Boston-Gazette, and Country Journal.90 It was not until the first week of April that news 

of the Act’s repeal reached colonial Printers, but Parliament’s “Tenderness towards the colonies” 

was expressed with vehement fervour.91   
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Yet, even amongst this vast excitement duly expressed in the colonial press over the 

repeal of the Stamp Act that had ignited such fervent debate, colonial optimism that the 

constitution had overcome such an attack was quickly made unfounded by news of the 

Massachusetts Assembly’s closure. In the same edition of The Boston-Gazette that heralded the 

end of the unconstitutional Stamp Act, the editor printed a small copy of the proclamation from 

the newly appointed Governor of Massachusetts, Francis Bernard.  The “Great and General Court 

or Assembly is accordingly herby dissolved,” noted the Gazette, echoing Bernard’s notice that 

members were therefore “discharged from any further attendance.”92 Though the British 

Parliament had heard and acted in response to popular resistance that was acted out on either side 

of the Atlantic, the democratic spirit of American colonists was persistently challenged by 

imposing appointed officials who acted against their constitutional liberties. The proximity of 

both great excitement and future struggle is not unlike a metaphor for the burgeoning situation in 

America as one crisis ended and another began. The crisis of the constitution presented a 

challenge to colonists as they began to perceive it as their duty to uphold the liberties of 

Englishmen. But, the demise of the Stamp Act was quickly followed by the introduction of the 

Declaratory Act in which the British Parliament asserted its inalienable right to tax the colonies, 

as they saw fit, both internally and externally.  

Englishmen in America, like Britons, forged their identities through connections of 

empire. Furthermore, historians such as Ruma Chopra have noted that colonists up until 1774 

focused on what they had in common with their British compatriots: “culture, language, 
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constitutional liberty and trading interests.”93 But, as the colonies were perpetually faced with 

crisis upon crisis, loyalties to community, the American colonies, and to Britain continued to be 

complicated. Keith Mason has suggested that it was not until the outbreak of conflict itself that 

identities actually hardened into a loyalist versus patriot dichotomy.94 However, this hardening of 

identity, which was tied up in ideas of subjecthood, was present in the crisis of the 1760s as 

colonists emphasised their position as Britons. These identities changed after 1775 when 

Americans who took up the Patriot cause no longer saw themselves as Englishmen. That 

American colonists would only later be divided, both for and against a British connection, 

suggests that violence destabilized what was once a stable bond of subjecthood, owing allegiance 

based on an amicable, and constitutional, relationship.  Moreover, those American colonists who 

chose to maintain their sense of Englishness complicate these divisions further, and demonstrate 

that the continental movement was not a unanimous one.  

Before they were Patriots or Loyalists, these were British colonists who recognized bonds 

of subjecthood that were reciprocated from across the Atlantic. Englishmen in both America and 

Britain understood the Stamp Act to be unconstitutional. This shared belief, and identity as 

Englishmen, was bolstered and hardened by the illegalities of Parliament as American colonists 

held fast to King, country and above all, the constitution, as the safeguards to their rights and 

liberties as subjects, for reasons economic or otherwise. Indeed, this age of constitutionalism that 

existed in tandem with the age of revolution, demonstrates that the bond of subjecthood between 

Britons in England and Englishmen in America lasted far longer than is perhaps often thought. 

Though the Stamp Act generated a debate about the constitutional limits of Parliament, it 

buttressed shared egalitarian beliefs between colonists and metropolitans on English rights, 
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liberties and taxation, though they themselves did not often recognize it as a collective. It has yet 

to be seen how thinking of the war as part of this age of constitutionalism might affect the war’s 

historical narrative. If Bernard Bailyn is right in his hypotheses that the war was about the need to 

preserve political liberty from corrupted ministers, then it stands to reason that other American 

colonists could have interpreted a break from the British Empire, and its constitution, to equally 

jeopardise the principle of liberty already existing in America.   
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Chapter Two 

“The Majesty of the Mob”:  
Reform, Violence and Community in Revolutionary America, 1773-1776 

 

 

The widening fissure that divided varying members of America’s colonial political elite 

defined the critical years prior to open conflict and civil war on the North American continent, 

from 1773 until 1774. One faction, the “political moderates” – who are often called Tories by 

many scholars – laboured in preserving the peace between Britain and America, themselves 

maintaining an identity rooted in being British subjects and Americans despite the widening gap 

between the two. These American colonists who embodied many of the same democratic 

principles as future rebels sought to find ways to reconcile their own very real opposition to what 

they considered imperial coercion against the colonies and a continued allegiance to the British 

Constitution. When that failed in 1774-5, more moderate colonists continued, despite their 

persecution by many of their neighbours, to assert a dual identity. Many scholars have explored 

the understandings and sensibilities of those who found themselves on what is often considered 

the “wrong” side of the American Revolution. Often such histories paint moderate Americans as 

being reactionary, or counter revolutionary, rejecting the same principles that enflamed more 

violent forms of opposition. But an examination of what was called the Galloway Plan for 

constitutional reform, presented (and defeated) at the first Continental Congress in 1774-5, shows 

that the democratic spirit was likewise present in more moderate visions of America’s legislative 

future. Furthermore, from a consideration of the experiences of some of those caught up in the 

revolutionary fervour, it is clear that loyalty did not mean, as some have suggested, an 

unquestioning support of the actions of the British Parliament. Wedged between the conflicting 

interpretations of constitutionalism on the American continent, experiences of persecution and, 
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for some, exile, shaped how colonists saw themselves, others, and the tyranny that bore down 

around them. They nonetheless continued to hold tight to their status as British subjects. As 

Bernard Bailyn saw it, “colonists’ attitude to the whole world of politics and government was 

fundamentally shaped by the root assumption that they, as Britishers, shared in a historically 

unique inheritance of liberty.”1 

After the Stamp Act debate came to a close with its repeal in 1766, Parliamentary 

authority in colonial America remained a contested topic. Though the act had united subjects 

throughout the empire in shared sentiments of subjecthood and rights to British constitutional 

liberty, it had also set a precedent for challenging parliamentary authority and its jurisdiction 

within the dominion. American colonists believed that no subject of the British Empire could be 

taxed without due representation, which justified their opposition to the Stamp Act. At the same 

time, this opposition did not provide a solution to the fundamental problem of consent needed for 

imperial governance to function in colonial America. Parliament’s jurisdiction in the colonies 

remained a fiercely contested topic for the next eight years and by 1774 colonists were divided 

for and against constitutional reform. At the First Continental Congress, held in Philadelphia in 

the autumn of 1774, representatives from the thirteen colonies gathered in response to 

Westminster’s continued intervention in colonial governance. The more radical faction at the 

congress and the decisions they made, known as the Suffolk Resolutions (a set of resolves created 

in response to the Massachusetts Government Act and endorsed by the Continental Congress), 

called for the outright economic boycott of British goods, inspired by notions of natural law and 

republicanism. The more moderate faction at the congress sought a long-term solution, proposing 

the reconstruction of British constitutional authority. They feared republicanism would only 
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deteriorate into mob tyranny but likewise interpreted parliamentary supremacy as another form of 

arbitrary rule. The answer, moderate political orthodoxy held, was constitutional reform. And this 

was clearly embodied in a proposal made by Joseph Galloway to delegates at the First 

Continental Congress. Ironically, it was, in many ways, very similar to a proposal made 20 years 

earlier by Benjamin Franklin (a soon to be a committed Patriot) that likewise sought to reform 

imperial governance. 

Attempts to Reform, 1773-1774 

Historical literature has often categorized Galloway and other reform seeking American 

colonists as “Tories,” or loyalists. Others have looked upon Galloway as being too conservative 

in his plans for reform. But his ‘Plan of Union,’ proposed during the meeting of the first 

American Continental Congress in 1774, embodied the position of American colonists who 

believed in reform over rebellion and shared many similar principles argued for by more racial 

factions. Historians like Janice Potter have argued that the Tories, as a homogenous political 

group, relied on things like the umbrella authority of the British Parliament to legislate for the 

whole of the empire as the necessary centralized body.2 But such an observation does not take 

into account the significance of Tories’ American identity, how a civil war weakened or 

solidified that mentality, and what this meant for the some 30,000 refugees who ended up in 

British North America after 1783. While a central legislative authority was key for reform-

seeking Americans, in 1774 the term “political moderate,” instead of Tory, more aptly describes 

those opposed to an economic boycott but in support of closer union between Britain and 

America. Historians like Bailyn have observed that no one in the British colonies had made 
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serious efforts to avoid catastrophe until after the watershed moment at Lexington and Concord.3 

There were, in fact, many proposed answers to America’s constitutional crisis. What was known 

as the Albany Plan was one of the first proposals to fundamentally reform the relationship 

between Westminster and the colonies – and although defeated in 1754, some of its basic 

principals would re-emerge 20 years later at the Continental Congress in Joseph Galloway’s 

‘Plan of Union.’4 

Born the son of a Maryland landowner and Justice of the Peace in the winter of 1730-31, 

Joseph Galloway became the first of his family to achieve an elected office of trust. Part of a 

third generation of landed Virginian Quakers, Galloway became one of the most recognisable 

political writers and public figures in the middle colonies by the 1750s. His Quaker heritage and 

marriage to Grace Growdon, a high-ranking member of Philadelphia society, provided 

connections that Galloway utilized to propel his political career in Pennsylvania. It was these 

connections that made Galloway a favourable candidate for the colonial assembly in the eyes of 

Pennsylvania House Speaker Isaac Norris by 1754. At the time, colonists were on the brink of 

war with New France. Norris, who sought a more egalitarian tax system that would fund a new 

local militia, was hindered by divisions within provincial politics between the elites of 

Pennsylvanian society, the Proprietors, and the Quakers politicians that he lead.5 Destabilized by 

the threat of attack on the western periphery of the Ohio River, and what would become the 

French and Indian War/Seven Years’ War, Norris believed that Galloway’s Quaker roots and 

social connections would help to convince the colonial legislature to support the funding and 

																																																								
3 Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, 70-80. 
4 Bruce R. Lively, “Toward 1756: The Political Genesis of Joseph Galloway,” Pennsylvania History, vol. 45, no. 2, 
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5 Ibid, p. 124. 
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mobilization of the militia. It was during these debates that another member of the provincial 

government, Benjamin Franklin presented an alternate solution to the defence of the colony.  

Franklin proposed a reorganization of colonial power in response to trade disputes 

between Indian and American territory that underscored the need for a more unified colonial 

defence strategy. Franklin’s 1754 Albany Plan would have brought the colonies under one 

legislative assembly, creating a larger centralized form of colonial government. But Franklin’s 

plan, which combined a British controlled executive and an intercolonial council, satisfied neither 

Britain nor the independent colonial assemblies.6 Parliament was disinclined to make legislative 

concessions to colonial demands and in Pennsylvania, the Norris-controlled Quaker faction of the 

provincial assembly overwhelmingly rejected the Albany Plan, a result that was echoed in the 

New York and Massachusetts legislatures.7 Political power was not something easily surrendered 

and to say there was a certain sense of jealousy and contempt between the provinces would be an 

understatement.8  

Franklin had proposed the establishment of an American grand council, made up of 

colonial representative, and the appointment of a President-General, subordinate to the crown and 

only to the British Parliament in cases of trade regulation. The office of the President-General 

would have had the power even to “make Peace or declare War with Indian Nations,” a vital 

point for provinces like Pennsylvania.9 The President-General could also have vetoed acts passed 

in the united intercolonial assembly but could not prorogue or select the speaker for the new 

house. The proposed body would have had more power than the individual provincial assemblies 

had in relation to their governors but less powers compared to those enjoyed by Parliament in 
																																																								
6 Benjamin H. Newcomb, Franklin and Galloway: A Political Partnership (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1972), 164. 
7 Bruce R. Lively, “Toward 1756: The Political Genesis of Joseph Galloway,” Pennsylvania History, vol. 45, no. 2, 
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8 Benjamin H. Newcomb, Franklin and Galloway, 22. 
9 Robert C. Newbold, The Albany Congress and the Plan of Union of 1754 (New York: Vantage Press, 1955), 10. 
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relation to the Crown. Franklin’s proposal would have effectively reformed how the British 

Constitution functioned in America. This new intercolonial assembly could even have “raise[d] 

and [paid] Soldiers” of its own volition so long as it was for the defence of the dominion (an idea 

that failed to gain support in provinces seeking control of independent militias).10 But, as 

historian Alison Olson has noted, “the danger of the government proposed, therefore, was not in 

its democracy but in the anticipated permanence of its institutions, the regularity of its 

intercolonial meetings, and the federal nature of its authority.”11 For the independent colonial 

assemblies, and men like Norris, surrendering any kind of political independence to a central 

body seemed outrageous. Though he agreed with Franklin on the need for improved defences, 

Norris perceived that an intercolonial assembly, or even a militia, as encroaching upon 

Pennsylvanian autonomy.12  

Galloway’s experiences in Pennsylvania help to explain the development of his own 

political genesis. Inspired by Benjamin Franklin, Galloway’s 1774 ‘Plan of Union’ likewise 

outlined a restructuring of power on the American continent but this time it was in response to 

growing tensions between American subjects and the British Parliament. Franklin’s proposal had 

highlighted the importance of intercolonial legislation and consent needed for constitutional 

legislative authority. Galloway, on the other hand, saw the need for stronger trans-Atlantic 

connections between Britain and America, where colonial subjects had an input in imperial 

legislation. From an ideological standpoint, Franklin and Galloway were not blind supporters of 

Parliamentary supremacy. Despite what Potter-Mackinnon believed was the product of an 

“Anglo-American community” manufactured by shared imperial convictions, there were 
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colonists before and after the outbreak of hostilities in America who were committed to a reform 

ideal. Both Franklin and Galloway, at different times, had recognized that the balance between 

parliamentary power and British liberty was not working in colonial America and that 

independent colonial assemblies could not shape imperial or even colonial policy making.13 For 

moderates like Galloway it was apparent that the colonies had outgrown their governments’ 

ability to legislate, and certainly Franklin’s struggle in 1754 had demonstrated this to Galloway.  

The need for reform, Galloway and others believed, was particularly pressing as a 

growing number of colonists were supporting violent resistance to Parliament, born out of John 

Adams’ opinion that built up distinctions between American and British identity. Adams, a 

member of both Continental Congresses and a future revolutionary leader, contended that 

England and her colonies were not of “one people,” and that Parliament’s constitutional powers 

only stretched as far as the realm, not the “dominions thereunto belonging.”14 To Adams, and 

others like him, the British Constitution and the liberties embedded in it could only work if 

subjects on both sides shared in the legislative process. This idea distinguished radical and 

moderate perspectives on who was a subject of the empire. But moderates believed that the 

problem of governance within the dominion was not the tyranny of any foreign executive office 

but rather uncommonly strong lower houses in the colonies impeding the creation of an 

intercolonial constitution. Franklin had sought to correct this in 1754 by bringing colonial 

governance under one roof, so problems like defence were handled unanimously, and Galloway 

looked to do the same. But if a mob prevented the judiciary from being able to enforce law and 

“distribute impartial justice,” as in England, then hopes of constitutional reform from the top 
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down would fall to passion and violence from the bottom up.15 This was understood through 

historical precedent and many cited the failure of ancient republics whose liberty had been lost to 

a type of government that they perceived to be susceptible to corruption and perversion. The 

moderate alternative was a reformed British Constitution and a closer union between America 

and Britain - one British people.16 To do this, Galloway urged the establishment of an American 

central legislature, democratically elected and consented to by colonial subjects, acting as the 

arbitrator of the British Constitution. In doing so, it would ensure that legislation, like the Stamp 

Act, was lawful and that authority was recognized and legitimate as in England.  

Men like Adams, who had been inspired by the theoretical writing of John Locke, 

championed the argument that consent to legislative authority, and power, was the necessary 

component to effective government, a notion supported by subjects in America since the Stamp 

Act crisis. Galloway likewise echoed Locke and Adams’ ideas but conceived that in order for a 

government to legislate over the whole of the body politic (of which he believed included 

America and England), then it required “That the State [be] considered as a body, or a moral 

person, of which the Sovereign is the chief head, and the Subjects are the members.”17 

Galloway’s emphasis on subjects as members of the imperial body politic was more than an 

exhibition of his understanding of Thomas Hobbes’ theory of the Leviathan state. It was, in fact, 

a rebuttal to Adams’ argument for the rejection of Parliamentary authority and his imagined 

distinctions between “one people.” Even before 1765, and the passing of the Stamp Act, 

American colonists had been using a language of subjecthood to vindicate their claims on British 
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liberty, effectively placing themselves within the body politic of England.18 In England, 

constitutional sovereignty was lodged in Parliament, made possible by aggregate bodies of 

power; the crown, the lords, and the commons. Thus, the British Parliament was made supreme 

but not arbitrary and not without restrictions, controls, and the embodiment of the law. To 

recognize the authority of the King, but not Parliament, was to Galloway a misinterpretation of 

what Britain’s mixed constitutional government was and how the body politic functioned. “The 

King is not supreme; being only the first of three in equal power,” argued Galloway, noting 

further that one cannot “submit to the power of a part, and not the whole.”19 

Galloway proposed at the first Continental Congress his solution to America’s 

constitutional crisis – his Plan of Union. It was Galloway's lot to figure in growing continental 

politics at a time when the colonies, the nation, and the British Empire had to make a most 

important and far-reaching decision, namely political independence or political union with 

England. For moderates like Galloway this was a choice between civil government and civil 

war.20 The British ministry, as the agent of government in the metropole, had violently stirred the 

surface waters of American opinion such that they were seething and Galloway saw well that 

sustaining the calm of America’s political under current would require immediate and definite 

action. “It would have been shewn[sic], that there can be no alternative,” wrote Galloway, “either 

the Colonies must be considered as complete members of the [British] State, or… as independent 

of it as France, or Spain.”21 America’s constitutional crisis was coming to a head by the mid 

1770s, and much like the Stamp Act crisis, colonists were initially unified by their grievances and 
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their lack of responsible government and colonial autonomy. It was in response to growing 

political dissatisfaction and tensions between the colonies and Britain that the first Continental 

Congress met on 5 September 1774, composed of fifty-six representatives from the American 

provinces. The delegates, assembling in Philadelphia, hoped to propose a solution to, and take 

stock of, the political climate in America. Galloway, as one representative from Pennsylvania, 

saw the congress as the crucial juncture for America’s future.22  

The meeting of the congress came in response to further taxes upon tea and the 

politicization of acts of resistance, like the Boston Tea Party in 1773. Things were further 

complicated with the sudden passing of three coercive acts in 1774 (the British state’s direct 

response to the Tea Party). These acts included the formal closing of Boston Harbour, the 

remodelling of the charter of Massachusetts Bay by the British Government, and the extending of 

powers given to marine courts making colonists subject to a military style judiciary. Coupled 

with the suppression of public meetings and the forced quartering of British soldiers in civilian 

residences, the gathering of the first Continental Congress was a reaction to things easily 

understood as unconstitutional by American colonists. The Congress, sitting until 26 October 

1774, considered options including the economic boycott of British trade goods and produced a 

list of colonial rights and grievances. In the end, the delegates petitioned King George III for 

redress of those grievances.23 Like its predecessor, the Stamp Act Congress, representatives 

hoped to bypass Parliament and appeal to the executor of British law, the crown. However, unlike 

the Stamp Act Congress, colonists thought of the first Continental Congress as a body whose 

main job was to organize colonial opposition to parliamentary prerogative. No longer a debate 

over jurisdiction in the regulation of trade and internal taxation, this was a challenge to 
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parliamentary supremacy that hardened opinions about Parliament’s power in America.24 It was 

Parliament’s growing inability to legislate for the whole of the empire that had propelled 

Galloway to propose his Plan of Union.  

Galloway’s plan, and its emphasis on “union” between American and English born 

British Subjects, moved beyond the metaphor of the parent and child relationship. As noted by 

Ruma Chopra in Unnatural Rebellion, this commitment on the part of the moderate political 

faction and their third solution to America’s constitutional crisis demonstrates that even less 

radical thinking colonists did not believe they should “blindly surrender” to the authority of a 

mother country and her Parliament.25 Arguably it depicts the moderate faction as having a more 

flexible understanding of the empire’s mixed constitutional government. Rather than allow the 

American colonial project to descend into the uncertain and possible social chaos of 

republicanism, moderate intellectuals like Galloway were adamant that for the good of the empire 

the constitution must bend in order to accommodate both colonial development and imperial 

expansion. The constitutional frameworks that distributed the empire’s power outwardly from 

London had to reflect the changing relationship of the expanding British world. Union, according 

to Galloway, was thus an answer to America’s problem of good government and a cure for the 

ills of an expanding empire with subjects seeking democratic reform. To remedy the physical 

separation between the British houses of government and the colonies that, under its original 

system, Americans were subjected to, Galloway looked to incorporate a democratic voice and 

method of popular consent into his Plan of Union that proposed the creation of a new branch of 

government and extension of the larger body politic of England. An executive grand council, 

elected by each province, would be granted the same privileges as the British Parliament. At the 
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same time a President-General was to be appointed by the King as his representative in America. 

Laws could be introduced in the American legislature according to the Galloway Plan but would 

require approval in both America and Britain before the crown could implement them. The 

British constitution, according to the Galloway plan, would bend but not break. 

This was, however, the largest crux of Galloway’s political designs.26 Despite avid 

proposals for the redrawing of a constitution that benefited British subjects in America, his plan 

made “the said President-General and the Grand Council, be an inferior and distinct branch of the 

British legislature, united and incorporated with it.”27 As the embodiment of the British 

Constitution, Galloway could not propose the creation of any polity superior to the British 

Parliament without challenging Britain’s legal role in colonial governance. But this was a 

subjugation to the constitution first and the Parliament second. For if any legislative body in the 

colonies was not made constitutionally bound to the British legislator he feared, and perhaps 

rightly so, the spread of “lawless ambition [and] power… pushing on with precipitation and 

madness, in the high-road of sedition and rebellion.”28  

To Galloway, it was the constitution that bound “all the members of the state together, 

and to compel an obedience to its laws,” not Parliament’s.29 Galloway, like more radical 

colonists, recognized that “Parliament and [the] ministry [was] wicked and corrupt.”30 But 

Parliament, as a political body, was not the supreme authority that he believed subjects owed 

their fidelity and true allegiance. Parliament’s authority to legislate over the whole of the empire 

only existed because it was the machine of the British Constitution, oiled by the bodies of 
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political power: the crown, the lords, and the commons. Parliament, according to Galloway, had 

the ability to create and establish laws in the spirit of the British Constitution, but should those 

laws in fact work against the principle of the constitution and the nature of liberties embedded in 

it, then Parliament’s power would become arbitrary. This was the very reason why resistance to 

Parliament’s prerogative since the passing of the Stamp Act, according to historian Charles 

Howard McIlwain, was in fact constitutional and not yet revolutionary. Resistance up to 1774 

was in opposition to unconstitutional acts, not for political gain.31 McIlwain argues that “stripped 

of its constitutional non-essentials the American Revolution seems to have been the outcome of a 

collision of two mutually incompatible interpretations of the British Constitution, one held by the 

subjects of the British King in America, the other by a majority in the British Parliament.”32 

McIlwain’s 1958 staple, The American Revolution: A Constitutional Interpretation, made clear 

that the colonial rejection of British prerogative by 1774 was likewise rooted in seventeenth-

century precedents, similar to those outlined by Adams. But his study, like Potter’s, only 

understood colonial political views in homogenous terms, leaving political moderates and their 

plans for constitutional reform to the wayside. There were, in fact, three competing 

interpretations of the British constitution at work in America until 1774 – Parliament demanding 

colonial subjugation; radicals moving towards colonial independence; and moderates planning 

for the constitutional reform of the British Empire.  

When Galloway took the floor of the Continental Congress on 28 September 1774 he put 

forth a moderate and impassioned plea for conciliation. “I am as much a friend of Liberty [as] 

exits – and No Man shall go further, in Point of Fortune, or in Point of Blood, than the Man who 
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now addresses you,” he stated, putting forth his position of unabated patriotism.33 Though he 

could not stop the passing of the nonimportation and exportation resolutions, the heart of the 

Congress’s Suffolk Resolutions, during his oration to the delegates Galloway criticized them as 

radical and self-defeating ploys of the self-serving. Like Franklin, Galloway believed in the 

virtues of democratic government and the importance of consent to a central legislative power. 

He demonstrated this when he illustrated his plan’s call for the election of representatives to the 

grand council by the people, not the assemblies of the provinces. The Galloway Plan was also 

mindful of provincial autonomy, a criticism Isaac Norris had levied against the Franklin plan in 

1754. The Galloway Plan of Union would not have infringed upon the powers of the individual 

assemblies, internal provincial affairs, and things like independent militias were left well alone. 

This was, first and foremost, an intercolonial legislature that would police laws made by the 

British parliament, not those of the lower houses, with the people being made the constituent 

power. 

Galloway’s proposed alternative to subjection and independence was likely shocking to 

the Adams-lead faction of the congress, which thought him too moderate. In a speech recorded by 

Adams, Galloway avowed that Americans ought to “reduce [their] Rights to one. An Exemption 

from all Laws made by [the] British Parliament, made since the Emigration of our Ancestors.”34 

Forming the groundwork of his Plan of Union, in this light all legislation made prior to 1607, 

such as Magna Carta, would be legally binding in America. Those laws passed after the founding 

of Jamestown, including the restrictive Navigation Acts brought back by the Stamp Act, would 

be void because America was not represented in Parliament and thus not a part of the realm. This 

argument, however, was a contradiction to Galloway’s position as a moderate and many 
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Americans like him who believed they were owed the same protections of the 1689 Bill of 

Rights. But Galloway’s words painted him as a defender of America’s rights, and were the best 

way to introduce of his Plan of Union to a divided congress. Galloway believed that America was 

already in a state of anarchy in 1774 and that union was the only logical, and plausible, solution 

since the crown, not parliament, was the lone and sound bond between Britain and America.35 

The creation of an American legislature and a new central authority within the colonies would at 

least arbitrate American political issues better than a body three thousand miles away, calming 

the currents of colonial opinion by granting the colonies a democratic voice within the empire.  

Galloway’s plan was quickly seconded and supported by James Duane and John Jay, 

future Patriots, among others. Jay even went so far as to call it an “almost perfect Plan.”36 The 

Adams faction was surprised by Galloway’s seemingly celebrated proposal for America’s 

legislative future and democratic reorganization, and Adams was forced to put a great deal of 

pressure upon the delegates of the congress to reject the Plan of Union. On 29 September by a 

vote of six against five, it was defeated. Years later Galloway remarked that had: 

It [the Continental Congress] adopted as the ground of reconciliation, their scheme of 
independence would be totally frustrated. Mr. Adams and his Party left no means in their 
power unessayed, to prevail on the Members of Congress to reject it on the second 
reading, and lest this step should fail of success, to incense the mob of Philadelphia 
against it. At that time, the minds of the lower ranks of people in Philadelphia, who were 
governed in a great degree by Mr. Adams, [were] being prepared for the most violent 
measures.37  

 
The Adams faction had won and went so far as to have Galloway’s motion and plan 

stricken from the transcripts of the Continental Congress in order to preserve an illusion of 

unanimity. Benjamin H. Newcomb concluded in his study, Franklin and Galloway that 
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Galloway’s vision had come “too late in the continuing breakdown of Anglo-American 

relations.”38 His workable middle way fell on deaf ears and was drowned out by affirmations of 

natural rights and claims that propelled the Adams faction to victory. The congress’ Suffolk 

Resolutions, a petition to the crown, and nonimportation resolutions, escalated America’s 

constitutional crisis. When the first Continental Congress concluded, the body had placed 

colonial society in a position of political independence that began a crisis of allegiance.39  

Galloway later remarked in 1780 that factious radicals in the first Continental Congress 

had “designs, from the beginning… to throw off all subordination and connexion with Great-

Britain; who meant by due allegiance, to throw the subsisting Governments into anarchy, to incite 

the ignorant and vulgar to arms, and with those arms to establish American Independence.”40 

Galloway was not alone in his suspicions.  In an open letter to the delegates of the first 

Continental Congress written after the defeat of Galloway’s Plan of Union, Jonathan Boucher, an 

Anglican Reverend from Virginia, forewarned the members in the congress of those who would 

put “Ambition and lust of power above the laws.”41 Boucher saw two dangers posed by the 

actions of the Continental Congress and interpreted their Suffolk Resolutions, which Galloway 

had perceived as self-destroying, as evidence that the body was attempting an illegal usurpation 

of political power. Acting as an extralegal entity, Boucher supposed the Congress was aiming at 

independence through intercolonial civil war, rather than union and peaceable relations with the 

rest of the Empire.42 Boucher was also fearful of the passions of the mob that were incited by 
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radical political factions. “Men in general are governed more by their temper than their 

judgement,” argued Boucher, maintaining that those who do not make efforts to understand the 

nature of the constitution instead were taking heed from “the company they fall into.”43 Despite 

his strong connections to England, Boucher was still sympathetic to American grievances and, 

like Galloway, believed that only a central authority had the ability to vigilantly govern the 

colonies in the spirit of the British Constitution. Republican democracy, Boucher and others 

surmised, was a form of government that made heavy demands on the vigilance and virtue of all 

people, making such regimes susceptible to corrupt others.44 But Boucher, like Galloway, 

believed in the need of democratic reform on the American continent. In agreement with Locke’s 

principles on government, Boucher wrote that without such constitutional oversight, Englishmen 

would be susceptible to tyrannies like “the despotism of Morocco.”45 In America, he believed 

colonial independence would only lead to the subjection of the southern colonies to the northern 

ones and the “more enterprising and restless” inhabitants of the North would soon become “the 

Goths and Vandals of America.”46 

Enemies of America, 1775-1776 

When The Second Continental Congress assembled in the spring of 1775, it lacked the 

presence of a moderate voice. Instead, the Congress acted as the de-facto national government of 

what became the United States by raising armies, directing strategy, appointing diplomats, and 

making formal treaties such as the Olive Branch Petition.47 At the local level the establishment of 

provincial Committees of Correspondence, acting as the extra legal bodies that Boucher had 
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feared, saw moderate voices of opposition in America quickly obscured by more radical ones. 

Those extralegal committees began the task of identifying those thought to be ‘disloyal’ to the 

American cause, branding and punishing those who did not outwardly support this new flavour of 

constitutionalism. From the moderate perspective, the Second Continental Congress incited 

revolutionary passion fuelled by notions of natural rights. From a constitutional standpoint, this 

was when the American crisis transitioned into outright civil war. In the words of Boucher, the 

congresses and committees, “not only without any authority, but contrary to authority,” were 

taking it upon themselves “to debate and determine on matters of the highest moment, and which 

affected the very vitals of our constitution.”48 McIlwain, in his introduction to A Constitutional 

Interpretation, distinguished between what were political and constitutional acts. The two, he 

argued, were mutually exclusive. Though America’s grievances with the British Parliament, 

taxes, and trade before 1775 remained constitutional, after the second Continental Congress 

assumed the powers to raise armies and make treaties it forfeited its ability to resist 

constitutionally the prerogative of Parliament.49 It was now the figurehead of a rebellious colonial 

polity citing political, and not constitutional, motives.  

The three competing interpretations of the constitution congealed throughout the 

American colonies following the meeting of the second Continental Congress. Janice Potter 

described the mood amongst enemies from within and without America best arguing, “Neither 

the British nor the Patriots appreciated their opponents’ determination and unwillingness to back 

down.”50 The unique vantage point of political moderates in America allowed them to observe 

the recklessness of both sides and many had already anticipated the collision, but were unable to 

stop the political undercurrents of the colonies from twisting towards violence. “Teach them 
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[rebellious colonists] in mercy,” Boucher wrote, “to beware how they wantonly draw their 

swords in defence of political problems, distinctions, refinements, about which the best and the 

wisest men, the friends as well as the enemies of America, differ in their opinions.”51 But this 

differing opinion was being swallowed up, put down, and effectively quashed in America for the 

sake of the illusion of unanimity. This resonated in an early proclamation from the Albany 

Committee of Correspondence, which they published just after the second congress convened. 

Local rebel leaders, like the representatives of the new congress, argued that the American cause 

was one that could only be achieved by the “uniting of every American in sentiments and Bonds, 

which we hope will be indissoluble by our enemies.”52 This illusion excluded many colonists as 

the cause of liberty warped into an incomprehensible call for independence by the winter of 1775 

as perspectives on what characterized a true American diverged. Political moderates became 

political enemies to the independence movement as their hopes of conciliation began, to their 

fellow Americans, to sound more like sedition and betrayal. Moderates, or loyalists as they would 

become known, had a duel allegiance being British subjects and American citizens, a tension that 

shaped the question of their own identity in intriguing ways.53  

Though many historians have noted the role of shared culture, language, and trade in the 

British Atlantic,54 Dror Wahrman has observed that America’s crisis was fuelled by both the 

sameness and difference that characterized the relationship between Britons and Americans.55 For 

political moderates caught between the conflicting positions of rebel Americans and the British 

Government, experiences of harassment, persecutions and, for many, exile was central to how 
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they saw themselves, others, and the tyranny that surrounded them.56 Persecution, and the clashes 

amongst American colonists, stemmed from their competing ideologies. Rebels fought the British 

in a more traditional war that pitted one power against another but, as Susan Shenstone has 

observed, the civil war raging between competing American factions was still based on political 

grounds.57 Rebel-led committees that popped up throughout New England, the middle colonies, 

and south to Virginia initiated proverbial witch-hunts to cast out those guilty of un-American 

British sympathies and political views not suitable to the new definition of “American.” In 

response to being targeted by these extra-legal bodies, colonists who had the means to escape the 

rebel controlled American hinterlands to ports of refuge like Savannah, Charleston, St. 

Augustine, and New York, did so in great waves. City centres along the eastern seaboard swelled 

with political refugees in the weeks and months following the ‘shots heard round the world’ at 

Lexington and Concord in April of 1775. Experiences of persecution and the forced exile of 

countless American colonists to British lines coloured the early years of the revolutionary war. 

Moreover, many colonists who would become loyalist refugees in 1783 were first political 

refugees in 1775-76, seeking security behind British lines, provisions, and protection from the 

violence of civil war. 

The Majesty of the Mob 

Of course, not all who rejected the growing militancy of the rebel cause by 1776 were 

able to find shelter from the growing civil war. For men like Jacob Bailey, who were unable to 

escape to safe havens like New York or Halifax, persecution at the hands of their countrymen 

became a conclusive representation of what republican tyranny looked like. An Anglican 

reverend living in rural Maine (which was still part of Massachusetts), Bailey suffered a great 
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deal of public ridicule at the hands of local militia leaders, committees, and even members of his 

own congregation for his political stance. To him, the actions of his tormentors were excessive, 

and “prostituting the laws of his country to compleat[sic] triumph over an armless foe.”58 

Politicized violence was used to incite the mob and effectively squeeze out the constitutional 

reformers, the moderates, and those who could not get behind such passions understood to only 

jeopardized liberty. 

Despite expressed pleas for amnesty in a series of letters written from 1776 until 1778 to 

Charles Cushing, a rebel militia leader and Sherriff of Pownalborough Maine, Bailey suffered as 

a result of his perceived allegiance to Britain and betrayal to America. As a member of the 

Anglican Church he was in no position to sign an oath of allegiance to the rebel cause, and was 

clear he did not want to, but like political moderates Galloway and Boucher, was sympathetic to 

the grievances of his fellow Americans. Bailey nonetheless feared the mob of Pownalborough 

that Cushing had provoked, inciting violence and demanding a haphazard, sacramental form of 

justice. Unlike captured British soldiers, who were treated like prisoners of war, those Americans 

thought to be traitors to their native land were liable in civil trial and faced possible death by 

hanging.59 Bailey endured instances of beatings, two attempts made against his life, and financial 

ruin while in Pownalborough. It was not until late in 1779 that Bailey and his family were able to 

gain passage to Nova Scotia, and security behind British lines, arriving with nothing but the rags 

oh their backs.60 Political moderates were made susceptible to “the arbitrary and inclinable 
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disposition” of the mob that was not unique to Bailey’s experience in the early years of the war 

with thousands of American colonists escaping persecution in the rebel-controlled hinterlands.61  

The passions of the mob enticed to arms against government were, to men like Bailey and 

Boucher, a looking glass into America’s future. Rebel tyranny was epitomized by the 

unrestrained frenzy of mass politicized violence, which Bailey understood to be the result of 

short-sighted and hasty thinking. While the Bailey Papers reveal a great deal about the 

experience of one man in rural Maine, they also offer up a very poignant image of the instigators 

of the civil war. In an unpublished and undated play written by Bailey some time before 1782 and 

after 1776 he expressed, through prose, his interpretation of radical motivation and the passions 

of the crowd. “The Majesty of the Mob,” not unlike a Shakespearean tragedy, was a reflection of 

Bailey’s own experiences in Pownalborough in the early days of civil war. The play’s 

antagonists, Sheriff Charles Cushing and local Justice Jonathon Bowman, are thinly veiled by 

Old Testament names noted for treachery and brutality, Ahitophel and Joab. Together, the two 

plot to aggravate the mob of their undisclosed town (clearly Pownalborough) against legitimate 

government and the “Tory Rascal” Parson Teachum, who is, of course, Jacob Bailey.62 To do 

this, Ahitophel and Joab preach to the crowd the nature and resolves of the congress according to 

the instruction of “Mr. Hancock and Adams.”63 For the cause of American liberty “there is 

nothing but what a man ought to do for the good of his country,” proclaimed Ahitophel, “you are 

certainly obliged to swear, to lie, to steal, to plunder, to murder, to fight till you die, and to stab 
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your brother, your own father and even the wife of your bosom if your country or congress 

requires it.”64 

Joab and Ahitophel are met with the rising spirit from the mob, culminating in a loud 

clamour for the blood of Teachum, their apparent enemy and the embodiment of the un-American 

British threat. To satisfy them, Joab insists that should Teachum “attempt to preach any longer 

we will tear down his church, burn his house over his head, hang that tea drinking Tory bitch his 

wife, by her heels upon the tallest pine or the liberty pole, and send him headlong to the devil.” 

Brought before a false tribunal (Bailey’s allegory for illegitimate Committee government) for his 

crimes of disloyalty to the American cause, reason, and the preaching of peace from his pulpit, 

Teachum is accused of having an “undue attachment to great Britain, and of being disaffected to 

the noble struggles of America for freedom.” Teachum, before his accusers, remains ardent that 

he is a friend to “his country” and is indeed a true American and patriot.65 But Bailey goes further 

to prove to his audience the depth of Ahitophel’s capacity for cruelty and the nature his ideology. 

As a foil to Teachum, Ahitophel cautions the crowd against the outright killing of Tories, 

specifically men like Parson Teachum, because “it gives great pleasure to torment them with the 

perpetual expectation of being murdered.” Ahitophel reminds the mob that Tories hold a 

particular value, that without them there would be no cause for committees and mobs, those 

necessary attributes of the republican definition of liberty.  

The true majesty of the mob is the crowd’s own inability to think for itself.  “The Majesty 

of the Mob” reflects Bailey’s opinion that the revolution, like the resolutions of congress, was the 

product of the selfish ambition of a dishonourable faction who had induced the masses against 

legitimate government. To do so factious rebels argued that freedom under Britain was tyranny, 
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truth was falsehood, and that religion was oppression. Parson Teachum, like Bailey, was an 

Anglican reverend who refused to oblige rebel committees by preaching anything but peace from 

his pulpit. The embodiment of the moderate or ‘Tory’ position, Teachum represents everything 

that was insufferable yet crucial to republican ideology and the independence movement.   

Bailey was not alone in depicting the actions of rebel aggressors as symbolic of the 

greater republican cause. Ann Hulton, the sister of Henry Hulton, a postman and tax collector in 

Boston, likewise saw the actions of the rebel mob as illustrative of the cause of American 

independence and republicanism. Recalling the events of a late October evening in Boston 

Harbour in a letter to a friend, Hulton made note of the deplorable state of the rebel militia as 

they made a siege attempt against a British garrison. “They had a great number of boats, & one 

night the latter end of October 7000 men were drawn out to embark in them,” noting that the 

enemy for some time had made threats to attack the port “by a deputation from the Congress.”66 

Under command of General Lee, Hulton noted how “The greatest Mischief they did was to 

themselves for one of their Guns burst overset or blew up the boat with all the people in it.” The 

disorganization of the rebel militia coupled with the state of their “wretched condition, in Rags… 

and [of] consequent distempers” ensured a temporary British victory in Boston.67 But, for Hulton, 

the true struggle was more collective in nature. “Amidst all these alarms dangers & distresses the 

Small pox spread Universally,” despite the political affections of “their Parents in this day of 

trial” Americans had to contend with disease regardless of who’s flag they flew.68 Hulton 

frequently referred to the rebel militia as the ‘banditti’ and held many misgivings towards the 

congress, recording in her letters “the cruelties… exercised on all those who are in their (the 

rebels) power.” But Hulton believed the war placed a tremendous strain upon Americans as a 
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whole, in particular the women and children with whom she sympathized, as they suffered under 

British and Rebel occupation.69  

What the Bailey and Hulton experiences have in common is the resolve to bolster a shared 

connection to an American identity. These were, after all, people who understood themselves as 

part of an imperial world as American-born British subjects. Bailey’s expressed commitment to 

“his country” through the words of Teachum or Hulton’s fears for the spread of disease amongst 

neighbours regardless of political affiliations demonstrate an enduring sense of community that 

was not broken by conflicting ideologies. The treatment they suffered at the hands of the rebel 

faction was as much a product of their sameness as it was their difference. Both Bailey and 

Hulton identified as American but this perception of self was ultimately tarnished as the cause for 

independence gained momentum and eventually threatened their very lives. These people 

believed in the hierarchical order of society, religion, and government not because of an unusual 

love of parliamentary supremacy but because the republican alternative appeared, through their 

own experiences of violent and uncommon frenzy, to be the greater threat to the state of British 

liberty already existing in America.  

These were American colonists who, before the outbreak of politicized violence, had 

recognized the need of constitutional reform throughout the empire. The eruption of civil war in 

the colonies effectively extinguished the moderate political alternative for America but those who 

had supported the need for reform did not simply go away. Not all colonists suddenly joined in 

the call for American independence or decide that complete parliamentary supremacy was the 

only plausible solution remaining. Rather, political moderates, branded as Tories by their 

enemies and Loyalists by contemporary historians, found themselves trapped between two 
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irreconcilable interruptions of the British Constitution. Moderates saw greater danger to their 

liberty in the displacement of legitimate government than from the constitutional grievances that 

had initially enraged the rebels. Yet, the moderate faction’s commitment to peaceable reform did 

not make them enemies to American liberty from their constitutional perspective. Nor did it make 

refugees living behind British lines, in ports like New York, supporters of British prerogative and 

supremacy that the term Tory suggests.70 These people believed that they were the only ones 

capable of protecting American liberty from rebel and British tyranny alike.  

When writing on the escalating rebellion the Reverend Charles Inglis, who later became 

the Bishop of the Diocese of Nova Scotia, wrote that it was “certainly one of the most causeless, 

unprovoked and unnatural that ever disgraced any Country.”71 Inglis, the rector of Trinity Church 

in New York during the revolution, left meticulous accounts of the goings on in the city while it 

was under rebel occupation. In his account, the New York Committee of Safety frequently 

“summoned a great many citizens who were suspected of being Tories” from late 1775 until the 

summer of 1776.72 Under these suspected charges, the extralegal body was able to force people to 

sign oaths, remove them from their homes and disarm those who might resist their imposed 

authority. Rebel leaders like Isaac Sears, the appointed rebel colonel in New York, made great 

efforts to compel moderates to choose a side, painting those who did not sign oaths as un-

American, making worse the growing crisis of allegiance for moderates as they appeared disloyal 
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to the “liberty of a freeman.”73 Reform, and reunion, had effectively become the enemy of to the 

rebel American cause.  

But as New Yorkers discovered, when British forces retook New York, it was not just the 

rebels who rejected constitutional authority. Residents had anticipated that with the arrival of the 

British army there would be an immediate revival of the organs of civil government. Instead, a 

military commandant was appointed who replaced the legislative functions of the former 

municipal government. General Howe, leader of the British forces, did not reopen the provincial 

assembly nor did he allow the meeting of the executive council. The situation in New York was 

only made worse by the rising cost of materials, provisions, and a housing shortage exacerbated 

by fire that tore through the city in late 1776.74 With municipal functions shut down, these crises 

were met with military response and many areas of New York turned into a shantytown of canvas 

tents with the social hierarchy of the regiments being carried over into housing arraignments. 

Rank-and-file soldiers lived in barracks and officers could rent homes once owned by rebels but 

the struggling civilian population seeking refuge was left to makeshift quarters.75  For some, the 

presence of the British in New York was only the replacement of one military regime by another.  

 Ruma Chopra has poignantly observed that those political moderates, who were able to 

seek refuge in cities like New York after its recapture by the British, were not met with 

spectacularly warm reception. The British recaptured New York in the summer of 1776 but 

British officials and soldiers alike saw moderate refugees through eyes marked with considerable 

distrust and distain.76  To them, these were not loyal subjects; these were potentially rebellious 

colonists. Moderate New Yorkers believed that they could re-establish some sort of legislative 
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authority and “quicken others by [their] example.”77 The British under command of General 

Howe, however, maintained the city under martial rule, refusing to open civil courts and allow 

for the sitting of any type of representative government. Moderate refugees in New York thought 

the restoration of reasonable authority was a necessary component to winning back the affections 

of the larger part of the public mind. Their hope was that the contrast of extra legal tyranny 

imposed upon colonists in rebel-controlled territory by committees in comparison to lawful civil 

government in New York would have ideally demonstrated the type of balanced government 

promised with reunion.78  But for the rest of the war refugees were met with a continued military 

response. Civil government did not reopen in New York, like other British controlled ports, until 

1783 when control of those cities was turned over to the continental army and newly independent 

state governments. Refugees chaffed at military rule and British authority, and this would fuel a 

sense of bitterness towards the imperial state that shaped their exile and relocation throughout the 

British world.  

Political moderates remained committed to the idea of constitutional reform, their 

American identity, and status as subjects to the crown of Britain despite the persecution they 

endured from the opposing sides of the Atlantic. Moderates rejected the notion that liberty was 

attainable through independence because republicanism appeared only to jeopardize existing 

rights and freedoms through mob violence and arbitrary authority. As a result, many eighteenth-

century political critics who sought a type of constitutional reform in the American colonies 

ended up as loyalists to the crown in 1783 because the rebel faction interpreted imperial reform 

as un-American. These were American colonists who were committed to the larger reform of the 

British Empire, looking at the growing Atlantic world as one that could be serviced by a shared 
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constitution through democratic means. Their sympathies may have rested in less confrontational 

methods but their political goals were revolutionary in their own right. This ideal was supported 

by the writings of political observers like Joseph Galloway, Daniel Leonard, and Jonathan 

Boucher. Likewise, persecuted Americans such as Jacob Bailey and Ann Hulton believed in the 

security and stability of an imperial connection. However, more radical opposition hampered 

proposed moderate alternatives to the problem of good government in America. Their political 

opponents became committed to notions of independence influenced by different perspectives on 

the nature of rights, authority and consent. Political moderates thus were trapped between the two 

irreconcilable interpretations of constitutional government: one was espoused by the British 

Parliament and the other by the Continental Congress, each incapable of being the “true” voice of 

the people in the American colonies. Parliamentary supremacy had been contested since the 

passing of the Stamp Act and the ability of London to govern in America in the name of the 

British Constitution had long been called into question. Janice Potter was correct that a large, 

executive form of government was central to the more moderate American solution. But, this 

authority could only be assumed by an American legislature, able to assert the prerogative of a 

British Constitution for American born subjects requiring consent, checks, and powers equal to 

that of Westminster. Moderate’s belief in representative government, and the necessity of 

constitutional reform that reflected changing egalitarian attitudes, was carried into their exile 

from the new United States. Experiences of contested constitutionalism during the American 

Revolution helped to shape the development of the British Atlantic world. Indeed, consent, 

power, and political jurisdiction continued to be topics contested by loyalist refugees in Nova 

Scotia, New Brunswick, and throughout their diaspora. 
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Chapter Three 

“They Brought with Them All That Characterized the Enemies of Loyalty”: Loyalism and 
Loyalist Dissent in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, 1783-1786” 
 

 

Since the 1950s, The Loyalist Man has welcomed tourists who cross into the city of Saint 

John, New Brunswick along the old provincial Route 100. An iconic storey-high billboard 

located near the Reversing Falls, the Loyalist Man represents the loyal colonial soldiers of the 

American Revolution. Unofficially dubbed the ‘Loyalist City,’ Saint John’s romantic use of the 

Loyalist Man was meant to invoke the region’s loyal heritage and promote local commerce. At 

the same time, the figure became a physical embodiment of the nineteenth-century ‘Loyalist 

Myth.’ Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries Saint John, like other New Brunswick 

and Nova Scotia municipalities, celebrated the broader legacy in which the loyalists were 

remembered as founding figures. The dominant message behind the commemoration was that of 

triumph (moral, political, economic) and liberty, both being the product of virtue and loyalty to 

empire. Today, tourists will often confuse the Loyalist Man’s appearance with the costumes 

adorned by patriot extras from a Mel Gibson movie, while others may be distracted by the 

figure’s frequently misplaced leg. But his suspicious resemblance to the image of an American 

minuteman only hints at the realities of the loyalists experience as both refugees and settlers of 

the Maritime region. Disguised by their myth and celebrated heritage as good British subjects and 

founders that attempted to recreate an old world in new colonial societies, governing in the 

Atlantic region was made anything but triumphant by loyalist dissent and opposition to imperial 

authority. 
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The Loyalist Man, Saint John, New Brunswick; Photo Taken by the Author 

This chapter is an examination of the early processes of settlement that American 

Loyalists had experienced between 1783 and 1786. During these three years, loyal refugees 

landed in the region of modern-day Maritime Canada as part of their mass exodus from the newly 

independent Thirteen Colonies. Difficulties stemming from the settlement of new and 

uncultivated land, competition between the various ranks of colonial society vying for positions 

of influence, and the imposition of imperial and colonial authority over the populace complicated 

their relocation. But challenges to this authority, both politically and economically, shaped the 

development of both the colonies of Nova Scotia and, after 1784, New Brunswick.  Loyalist 

dissent came in all forms following their diaspora throughout the British Atlantic and in response 

the imperial state, colonial officials, and fellow refugees charged disobedient subjects with being 
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part of a republican cast. This chapter chronicles four of the earliest instances of loyalist 

opposition to imperial and colonial authority described through the eyes of both government 

officials and the rank and file refugees of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. A product of their 

colonial world, the loyalist spirit would come to structure not only the establishment of new 

communities in the British world like Shelburne, Fredericton, and Saint John, but also the nature 

of colonial North America’s relationship to Britain after 1783 - one that was contested, 

challenged, and changed either through imperial necessity or, as we shall see, colonial objection.  

Exiles in Nova Scotia, 1783-1784 

The Loyalist’s spirit, in spite of the hardship they had endured in those early months, did 

not yield to British handouts, especially when their sense of martyrdom exasperated their own 

expectations of Nova Scotia. Instead, American loyalists who came to Nova Scotia through exile 

exhibited symptoms of what some less than affectionately dubbed the “curs’d Republican Town 

meeting Spirit” of the antagonistic refugees.1 But what exactly was this ‘spirit’? In the context of 

an age of constitutionalism, it was the personification of both the contested relationship between 

Britain and her remaining American subjects, and their interpretation of imperial governance in 

the post-revolutionary Atlantic world. It also was the product of a democratic ideology, one 

attributed to the revolutionary cause by historians like R.R. Palmer.2 Loyalists did not enter into 

their diaspora without an agenda, whether they were conscious of it or not. Rather this spirit, and 

attitude toward the British state and its authority, often forced the hand of the imperial 

government. The Loyalist’s resistance to imperial authority, however, was not solely the product 

of war and resettlement. Like their rebellious counterparts, this attitude’s origins can and should 
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also be located in responses to the Stamp Act Crisis of the 1760s. The Stamp Act had generated a 

collective debate amongst American colonists that an encroaching foreign body had violated their 

constitutional liberties – initiating what George III fittingly referred to as “the battle of the 

legislature.”3 British officials had concluded that the American colonies had been given too much 

liberty, not too little, and the reigns of empire were tightened accordingly in Nova Scotia. Those 

American colonists, who had rejected imperial coercion in 1765 and the violent uprising in 1775, 

found themselves again resisting Britain’s new zest for centralized, hierarchical government after 

1783. Loyalists, in turn, repeatedly demanded more representation, voice, and reform than what 

the imperial government was willing to give them.4 These tensions were played out in disputes to 

land allocation, criticism of Nova Scotia’s governing circles, and imperial trade regulation. 

 Rapport between loyal Americans who would end up in Nova Scotia and Great Britain 

began to crack as early as 1776. The presence of the British military in ports like New York, 

which should have brought about feelings of security upon arrival, failed to encourage a sense of 

trust between colonists and imperial officials. The imposition of martial law, as opposed to the 

restoration of constitutional representative governance that had been interrupted by rebel 

occupation, further shattered the illusion that Britain meant to return or rebuild the amicable 

relationship it once enjoyed with its American colonies.5 When defeat became a tangible outcome 

following Cornwallis’ surrender at Yorktown in 1781, refugees ceased to be unified by their 

experiences of dislocation. Instead, the cold awareness of defeat encouraged some refugees to 

seek positions of status from the imperial government, as exile emerged as an inevitable future 

for many. Where some living in refuge behind British lines balked at the signing of a formal 
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peace, others interpreted it as a new opportunity. Even before their exile to Nova Scotia, a group 

composed of some of the most prominent members of American society petitioned the British 

Government for larger tracts of land in their new home. Known to historians as the Petition of 55, 

their request for some of the largest tracts of land and its outcome discussed in-depth later, 

became a catalyst to future accusations of nepotism raised by the rank and file exiled among 

them. But it was the terms that Britain agreed to in the signing of the Treaty of Paris that was the 

first betrayal felt by the rank and file, as their futures appeared far less promising.6 Many felt that 

the mother country had abandoned them, while others were not ready to surrender to the rebel 

authorities.  

 The Treaty of Paris, which set out to restore the relationship between “two countries upon 

the grounds of reciprocal advantages and mutual convenience,” did little to protect or guarantee 

the security of those perceived violators of the revolution.7  Copies of the treaty were circulated 

in the form of pamphlets from Annapolis Royal to London, ensuring that American loyalists were 

more than aware of the situation Britain had left them in. Moreover, the treaty came as a 

culmination of the many disappointments that loyalists had endured since Cornwallis’ defeat at 

Yorktown. It had taken over a year for British and American officials to reach a preliminary 

treaty, and another year before a definitive peace was signed and British troops evacuated from 

the continent. Historians have tended to fast-forward through these years, as if defeat was 

somehow made inevitable along the coastline of the Chesapeake. But to loyal refugees, 

peacemaking proved to be a traumatic process similar to the violence they had suffered in the 

early years of the war.8 Even if Britain had stopped fighting, loyalists had hoped that some 
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semblance of British rule could have been salvaged on the continent. Independence could have 

been refused, and better yet, some kind of self-rule, like what had been outlined by Joseph 

Galloway in 1774, could have been offered up. An American parliament would have ideally 

appeased demands for local autonomy, democratic reform, and comforted those who had hoped 

for an imperial federal union.  

In 1781 and 1782 Loyalists were further comforted by the fact that George III himself 

strongly opposed independence, even threatening to abdicate if it were granted. “A separating 

from America would annihilate the rank in which the British Empire stands,” he proclaimed, 

noting that such an action would “render my situation in this country below continuing an object 

to me.”9 The King, of course, never did abdicate, and when delegates had reached an agreement 

at Versailles in the late summer of 1783 the British Empire was forever altered. At its best, the 

treaty marked, for a time, the cessation of formal war on the America continent. At its worst, the 

Treaty of Paris proved a toothless and hollow promise of protection from reprisal and security of 

property. According to article five of the treaty, it was “agreed that congress shall earnestly 

recommend” to the independent legislatures of the new united states, the “restitution of all estates 

rights and properties, which have been confiscated belonging to réal British Subjects.”10 Britain 

obtained no sure or legal guarantee that rebel authorities would, or even could, warrant the return 

of properties taken from displaced peoples, whether they had “born arms against the said United 

States,” or not. The outcome of such an empty agreement meant, as Maya Jasanoff in her study 

Liberty’s Exiles decisively explains, “Loyalists went into exile harbouring grievances against the 
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very same government they relied on for support.”11 Moreover, their disheartening last months in 

America laid a foundation for a reoccurring pattern of discontent and dissent elsewhere in the 

British Empire, as the Loyalists quarrelled with colonial officials, imperial authorities, and 

amongst themselves, shaping their early settlement in Nova Scotia. 

Before 1783, and the arrival of loyalist refugees, the province of Nova Scotia’s (which at 

this point included New Brunswick) population was an assortment of Acadians, native peoples, 

New England born Planters and newly landed British immigrants.12 The Loyalists brought with 

them American sensibilities, but this was not the first wave of Americans to arrive at this corner 

of the British Atlantic. A group called The Planters represented the first of the two major influxes 

in American migration to the region.13 These American born colonists had come in response to 

the British state’s promise of free land that had been left empty by the expulsion of the Acadians 

between 1755-1762. Historians have noted that such a migration could have made Nova Scotia a 

prime candidate to become the fourteenth American state.14 But the magnetic pull of the Atlantic, 

towards Great Britain, and shifts in the region’s population proved to impede such an outcome. 

J.M. Bumsted’s meticulous analysis of census records has revealed, in great degree, the effects of 

such regional population shifts. As he observes, by 1776 the population of Nova Scotia had 
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become mostly British born, with a corresponding reduction in Yankee social and cultural 

impact, following the arrival of more settlers from Britain.15  

Nova Scotia never became the new Scotland that some had wished it to be since the 

colony’s ‘American-ness’ never completely disappeared. Bumstead argues that despite the 

number of American born peoples having made up less than half of Nova Scotia’s total 

population, American Planters remained largely independent of Halifax and the city’s larger 

European population.16 The Planters, unsurprisingly, had endeavoured to recreate a freehold 

system like that of Massachusetts, and townships were erected to reflect the democratic spirit of 

New England.17 Likewise, J.B. Brebner notes in The Neutral Yankees of Nova Scotia that even 

while geographically separated, the Yankee sense of “New Englandism” remained present until 

the outbreak of war.18 But when rebellion swept across the Thirteen Colonies it propelled a wave 

of peoples onto Nova Scotia’s shores that ensured that the colony maintained many of its Yankee 

characteristics and features through the flux of loyal British American refugees. Colonists in 

Nova Scotia, and later New Brunswick, were placed onto a terrain characterized by their apparent 

affection towards empire. At the same time, loyal refugees created new inward contests to 

imperial authority through their opposition to government prerogative and continued connections 

with the new republic. 
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Map of Major Loyalist Settlements, New Brunswick & Nova Scotia, 1783-1784 

The arrival of loyalist émigrés to Nova Scotia marked the second flood of Americans into 

the region in less than two decades. Their arrival, which was plagued by numerous logistical 

problems, more than doubled the original population of Britain’s remaining Atlantic colonies.19 

Before 1783, Britain’s role in governing the region had been kept to a minimum. Compared to 
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the more economically dynamic Thirteen Colonies, the Atlantic region had been, in the eyes of 

the imperial state, on the periphery of empire. With the exception of Halifax, the British 

government had made little effort to govern the scattered settlements along the rocky coastline, 

let alone its interior.20 But the influx of American-born refugees changed this as the region 

quickly became essential to British naval power, trade, and shipping lanes.21 Moreover, the tiny 

and inconsequential communities of peninsular Nova Scotia erupted with overwhelming numbers 

of disgruntled people. For example Port Roseway, which sits some two hundred kilometres south 

west of Halifax, was little more than a fishermen’s hamlet before 1783. By the autumn of that 

same year, Shelburne (as it was later renamed) became the fourth largest English-speaking city in 

North America.22 Officials in Halifax were hardly prepared to deal with this flood of people and 

even fewer refugees were very enthusiastic about their future prospects in the Atlantic region. 

One American pamphleteer writing in London described Nova Scotia at the time with great 

doubt, “It will be a matter of wonder, and a solace to humanity if… it [Nova Scotia] will be able 

to produce a sufficiency, for substance and support.”23 Despite Nova Scotia’s lush forests, steep 

valleys, and deep harbours, much of the available land on the peninsula consisted of granite, 

making farming difficult and, like the New England Planters who had come in the 1760s, many 

Loyalists less than fondly referred to the lands south of the Isthmus of Chignecto as ‘Nova 

Scarcity.’24  
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 The spring fleet of evacuees brought with it nearly three thousand Loyalists to Shelburne 

from New York on May 4, 1783.  By September another eight thousand exiles found themselves 

on Nova Scotia’s south shore.25 Amongst them were assortments of disbanded soldiers, New 

York’s political elite, various middling groups, and members of the lower ranks. The spring fleet 

also brought a number of freed blacks that settled just five miles west in Birchtown, on the 

opposite of the Roseway inlet. Nova Scotia’s Governor, John Parr, renamed the crowded new 

community of Port Roseway after Lord Shelburne, the British Prime Minister during the war 

years. To the loyalists, this was like salt in a wound and the first of many disagreeable actions 

made by the government in Halifax.26 Many interpreted the name change as inappropriate, 

particularly because of Lord Shelburne’s role in the signing of the Treaty of Paris and his 

apparent failure to protect the interests of loyal Americans during negotiations after Yorktown 

and at Versailles. Many exiles also believed that Parr was little more than a puppet of Shelburne 

that favoured the old political elite of Nova Scotia, in particular when it came to the allocation of 

available land. This resentment affected how early settlement in Shelburne took place, and 

officials working on the ground were met with a predictable bitterness and even more unexpected 

disloyalty. Since loyalist refugees were to be allocated land apportioned to their rank and losses 

(the higher ranks receiving larger and the lower ranks receiving smaller tracts of land), suspicions 

that some refugees were given better land simply because they were favoured by government 

officials complicated the process of land allocation. Many loyalist refugees were, as Neil 
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MacKinnon explains in This Unfriendly Soil, “far removed from the myth of the selfless 

gentleman.”27  

Benjamin Marston, a New England merchant turned land surveyor after his evacuation to 

Nova Scotia in 1776, felt the brunt of refugee discontent despite being a loyalist himself. In the 

early war years Marston had been heavily involved in West Indian trade. He was even captured 

three times by American privateers, each time released through exchange. But by 1780, he 

became more heavily involved in shipping throughout peninsular Nova Scotia. In December of 

1781, Marston wound up stranded after his ship, en-route from Annapolis Royal, was blown off 

course and foundered in ice forcing him on a three-month walk northeast from Cape Sable to 

Halifax.28 His loss meant that he lived in poverty until April of 1783, at which time he was 

appointed surveyor for the settlement of Shelburne, where his difficulties would only continue. 

Marston laboured for over a year to carve out town lots and acreage for the new community but 

unsurprisingly the Nova Scotia wilderness that had proved challenging to navigate was even 

more difficult to survey and portion, and this was made worse by aggravated loyalists. Like other 

Nova Scotia boomtowns created by the revolution, such as Digby and Guysborough, rarely was 

land ready for settlement upon the arrival of evacuated refugees. At Shelburne, the location of the 

town’s port was not even finalized before the arrival of the spring fleet and refugees argued 

amongst themselves, and with Marston, on whether or not the dock should be situated on the left 

or right side of the Roseway inlet. Although Marston managed to begin placing refugees on their 

plots by the early summer of 1783, frustrated loyalists still waiting for their lots, or unhappy with 

their lot, quickly directed their anger at local officials, accusing men like Marston of 
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incompetence, indifference, and corruption.29 As Marston’s cousin, Edward Winslow, expressed 

in a letter to his friend Ward Chipman that same summer, loyalists refugees remained, 

“notwithstanding in high spirits, nor shall any of the rascally vicissitudes which happen in this 

blackguard world, lower 'em.”30 

Suspicions of Marston’s partiality in land allocation infuriated the egalitarian “levelling 

Spirit” of the loyalist rank and file.31 Like other British officials, Marston thought that having had 

“too much Liberty” was exactly what sparked dissent amongst refugees when it came to the slow 

and hard process of land distribution in Nova Scotia.32 Accused of favouritism in his surveying 

and distribution of land by fellow refugees, Marston watched as the loyalists turned violent in 

Shelburne on July 26, 1784. He described the mob, in his diary, as “riotous vagabonds” and 

comparable to those from the intense early days of America’s civil war.33  But the mob was also 

in part enraged by the labour competition that the nearby community of Birchtown had 

inadvertently created. Established only a short distance away, on a rough and uneven piece of 

land on the opposite side of the Roseway inlet, Birtchtown had became one of the largest free 

black communities in North America after the revolution.34 Like white loyalists, black loyalists 

received land from the British government, though much less in both acreage and frequency.35 In 

an effort to carve out a living in Nova Scotia, the nearly two thousand black loyalists of 
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Birchtown often entered into indenture contracts in the community of Shelburne while others 

found work labouring to clear trees for roads. Their labour, offered at a much lower rate than the 

disbanded soldiers and rank and file white loyalists of Shelburne became one catalyst to the 

Shelburne riot. The mob, armed with chains and hooks taken from nearby ships, marched on 

Birtchtown pulling down buildings and threating to burn the new Baptist church. Marston, who 

escaped to safety in Halifax after hearing that he was also being pursued by the mob, wrote in his 

diary a week later, “I find I have been hunted [as far as] Point Carleton and had I been found… I 

should have been surly [sic] hung.”36  

While there is little evidence in the Diary of Benjamin Marston to suggest any truth in the 

loyalist’s accusations against him, he was nonetheless dismissed by Governor John Parr 

following a public inquiry. Ironically, Marston had his own suspicions of prejudice amongst 

Halifax’s governing elite in the distribution of available land in Nova Scotia. To be sure, Marston 

was very critical of the loyalists as settlers, noting their unfitness for the task of constructing a 

new settlement in the uncultivated forests of the peninsula. The “People are like Sheep without a 

Shepherd,” Marston noted of those he encountered, “they have so few abilities among them.”37 

But Marston was also clear that he thought the colonial government in Halifax was no fit 

shepherd. Of the justices and sheriffs appointed by Parr for the south-shore counties, few 

appeared to Marston as being men “of good understanding.”38 Those who Parr had appointed 

were usually disbanded officers, better soldiers than they were lawyers, and certainly no stranger 

to following orders. “Parr,” Marston implied, appointed men who were more “Timorous, [and 

their] requirements in Law knowledge are not much below the surface.”39 To Marston, the inept 
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justices of Shelburne were indicative of the widespread problem of corruption that rank and file 

loyalists had encountered in Nova Scotia after their exile from America.  

The result of thousands of loyalists descending upon Nova Scotia seeking retribution, 

land, and opportunity from a province too poor to support them was a contest for the few 

available prizes. Loyalists did not, of course, present a united front in their efforts to re-establish 

themselves in Nova Scotia. Of the 35,000 refugees that descended upon either side of the Bay of 

Fundy, certain members of America’s wealthier ranks sought to edge out, early on, positions of 

influence in a bid for control of the new settlement.40 The aforementioned Petition of 55, and the 

request of the petitioners for large estate grants from the British Government, became one of the 

most debated incidents between loyalists and colonial officials. Consisting of Fifty-Five more 

prominent exiled New Englanders, including loyalists like Ward Chipman (the future solicitor 

general of New Brunswick), the Fifty-Five had petitioned the British government in 1783 for 

large tracts of land in Nova Scotia, to the sum 5,000 acres each, following the signing of the 

Treaty of Paris.41 In their request, the Fifty-Five argued that “the Settling of such a Number of 

Loyalists, of the most respectable Characters, who have Consistently had great Influences in His 

Majesty’s Dominions-will be highly Advantageous in diffusing and supporting a Spirit of 

Attachment to the British Constitution.”42 It was not until 1784 that their request gained 

significant public attention in colony and angry members of the rank and file refugees in Nova 

Scotia launched a counter petition, garnering over six hundred signatures from those alarmed by 

news that Parr’s surveyors intended to select the most fertile spots for such large grants. Refugees 

were confounded and incensed that: 
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Amongst their fellow suffers Person ungenerous enough to attempt ingrossing[sic] to 
themselves so disproportionate a Share of what Government had allotted for their 
common benefit… [To cause the] total exclusion of themselves and Familys[sic] who if 
they become Settlers must either content themselves with barren or remote Lands, Or 
submit to be Tenants to those most of whom they consider as their superiors in nothing 
but deeper Art and keener Policy.43  

 
The actions of the Fifty-five conflicted with a belief shared by other loyalists that they were equal 

in their suffering. Moreover, opposition to such large grants of land embodied that same New 

England born spirit that opposed such conservative European notions as lofty estates and tenured 

yeomanry. Like the Planters who had come only a generation before them, loyalist refugees 

demonstrated a similar disinclination towards antiquated and foreign forms of social stratification 

based upon systems of land ownership. Ultimately, the Fifty-five’s claims were disallowed 

because of the influence such large opposition had on authorities.44 Parr’s reputation nonetheless 

was severely marred by the scandal.  

Rejection of the Fifty-Five’s act of opportunism on the part of the rank and file also 

sparked serious debate amongst pamphleteers, highlighting objections to Parr’s tenure as 

governor as early as 1784. A pamphlet titled the “Vindication of Governor Parr and His 

Council,” and written by a ‘Gentleman of Halifax,’ the author (unknown) accused the governor 

and his council of holding great prejudice towards the loyalists. Examining both the Petition of 

55 and opposition to it, the Gentleman saw the incident as proof of Parr’s corruption and inability 

to legislate impartially. Circulated in London and Halifax, and penned as an open letter to 

William Pitt, the new British Prime Minister, the pamphlet sought to warn that “Government and 

the Public not be misled by bold and unsupported charges from a Junto spread in England, Nova 
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Scotia, and the United States of America” about the uses of large estates.45 The Gentleman 

argued that the Junto, or the governing clique of Halifax, “pursued their object with an eagerness 

that few of them ever shewed[sic] in behalf of his Majesty’s government and service” during the 

revolution.46 The Gentleman of Halifax, like the loyalists who launched a counter petition, argued 

that the “sufferings, services, loyalty, and losses” of loyalists as a whole were not inferior to 

those of the Fifty-five.47 Those outside such social circles interpreted Governor Parr’s actions as 

proof of the corruption of the colonial government. Second only to the fear that Britain might 

abandon them completely was the suspicion that some loyalists might be getting a better deal 

than others.48  

Parr’s failure to recognize the egalitarian nature of the rank and file only lit a fuse in Nova 

Scotia over fundamental questions of property, place, and democratic governance.49 Parr and his 

peers did not let opposition to Haligonian hegemony go unchallenged. In a reply to the 

“Vindication of Parr and His Council” a series of pamphlets were circulated in the city 

challenging the Gentleman of Halifax’s accusations about the governor and his peers. A pamphlet 

titled “Remarks on A Vindication of Governor Parr,” and written by ‘A Consistent Loyalists’ 

(presumably Rev. Charles Inglis), questioned the authenticity of loyal sentiments amongst those 

who criticised the colonial government. Challenges to imperial authority, the Consistent Loyalist 

feared, stemmed from a “republican cast” that sought to subvert the tranquility of Nova Scotia.50 

Though the Gentleman of Halifax argued that the actions of the colonial government were unfair, 
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the Consistent Loyalist was adamant about the perceived inconsistencies in the arguments 

presented by the Gentleman of Halifax and rank and file. The Consistent Loyalist argued that 

“Flung among” the refugees were those exactly like the rebels and “they brought with them all 

that characterised the enemies of loyalty.”51  

But challenges to the colonial government were not the result of republican agents 

working to subvert the success of Britain’s remaining North American holdings. Rather, the 

loyalists’ challenge to imperial authority in both Halifax and Shelburne was a demonstration of 

the extent of their own American-ness and egalitarian spirit. The loyalists’ continued opposition 

to Halifax’s political hegemony formed the bases of one argument to divide and create, from 

Nova Scotia, a new ‘Loyalist’ province. The province’s interior was largely unsettled before 1783 

and what little the British had mapped of the Nova Scotia hinterlands prior to the arrival of 

refugees reached only as far as Maugerville – approximately 70 miles inland along the St. John 

River valley.52 The new province of New Brunswick, as it was named, was partitioned above of 

the Isthmus of Chignecto in the late summer of 1784, during the skirmish of pamphlets that 

engulfed Halifax society. 

Loyalists in New Brunswick, 1784-1786 

The creation of New Brunswick was the loyalist’s greatest political triumph and historians 

have given various reasons as to why the imperial government agreed to its creation.53 Beamish 
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Murdock, in his History of Nova Scotia, saw partition as a response to growing tensions along the 

St. John River, sparked by feelings of inequality and the lack of loyalist representation in Halifax 

after 1783.54 W.S. MacNutt described the action as the result of the sheer size of the loyalists’ 

settlement since nearly 15,000 arrived north of the Bay of Fundy, particularly at the mouth of the 

St. John River and valley, making partition “inevitable.”55 Others, like Marion Gilroy, argued that 

there was a more Machiavellian purpose behind Britain’s decision to divide and rule in the post-

revolutionary British Atlantic.56 However, there is no concrete evidence in the records of the 

colonial office to suggest this and, given the state of politics at home in Britain where the new 

Pitt administration was wrapped by scandal, it is difficult to conceive such a clear-cut policy in 

1784.57 Even some loyalists felt that Britain was in no real state to oppose or question the 

establishment of a new province.58 New Brunswick’s conception was as much the product of 

political happenstance as it was the result of British officials yielding to dissatisfaction and local 

pressure arising from a lack of occupation. 

If necessity is the mother of all invention then New Brunswick certainly was the imperial 

government’s response to an obligation created by the loyalists. The governor of the new colony 

was Thomas Carleton whose brother, Sir Guy Carleton, had overseen the evacuation of New 

York, and a loyalist filled every post in the new colonial government’s executive 

administration.59 Freed from the corruption of the Halifax Junto, the loyalist elite sought to 
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create, in New Brunswick, “the envy of the American states.”60 Members of the loyalist elite 

anticipated that the new colony would have a vigorous executive, a healthy local aristocracy, an 

army garrison, an established church, and a judiciary independent of popular control. In short, 

New Brunswick was to become everything the colonies of Massachusetts and New York were 

not.61 The province was divided into eight counties and the parish, rather than the town, become 

the basic unit of government. Maugerville, the one substantial remnant of the Planters’ era, was 

accordingly divided into two separate parishes in an attempt to break down the old New England 

emphasis on popular participation.62 Even the establishment of the new capital Fredericton, as the 

“metropolis of New Brunswick” nearer to the geographic centre of the province, reflected both 

the government and elite’s desire for a larger, more centralized provincial administration.63  

Unsurprisingly, attempts to curb the democratic spirit of the Loyalist rank and file again 

failed in the new ‘loyal’ province. At the opening meeting of the Executive Council of New 

Brunswick in Parr-town on 22 November 1784, the council read out the Whitehall memoranda 

that became the basis for the province’s constitution. In it, the powers of the executive to oversee 

oaths and the governor’s “power and authority to constitute and appoint” judges and sheriffs were 

read aloud by Secretary Jonathan Odell.64 At the same time, the council chose to incorporate 

Parr-town as the city of Saint John. The striking of Governor Parr’s name from the port indicated 

more than just a hatred for the months of frustration endured by the loyalists in Nova Scotia.65 
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The charter of the new city also made provisions for a great degree of local self-government and, 

in many ways, was a replica of New York City’s before 1776. Carleton, who had no experience 

in colonial American administration, agreed to the adoption of the charter upon the 

recommendation of his loyalist advisors. The appointment of the mayor, sheriff, and city clerk 

remained dependent upon the office of the governor. Aldermen and constables, however, were 

chosen by annual popular consent in their respective wards. Saint John was slated to become an 

important commercial centre in the Fundy region, connecting the new province to trade in the 

larger British world, and Carleton believed that giving merchants a larger stake in urban 

government would ensure stability in much needed commercial regulation.66 The British 

Secretary of State, Lord Sydney, questioned Carleton and the council’s decision to give the 

population of Saint John such influence. Carleton assured Sydney that “every useful liberty given 

to the Citizens there is a sufficient influence retained in the hands of Government for the 

preservation of Order and securing a perfect obedience.”67 Sydney would be proved right only 

too soon.  

There were no signs of popular or political dissent amongst loyalists in the months 

following the establishment of the new province. If anything, Governor Carleton and his loyalist 

council were looked upon with a sense of hope, markedly different than that of Parr and 

leadership in Halifax.68 The Supreme Court opened and Saint John had a civic administration, 

both symbols of progress towards building true representative government. But the election of the 

first assembly shattered that illusion. Carleton issued election writs to the Sheriffs of the eight 

counties on the 15 October 1785 and voting commenced on 7 November 1785. In Saint John, the 
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election again demonstrated divisions amongst loyalists. The most populous settlement, Saint 

John had 6 seats within the assembly, and Carleton and his advisors arguably chose candidates 

who would support the executive administration. Unlike other settlements, however, the 

population of Saint John already had a sampling of popular politics, with the election of the city’s 

aldermen and constables. The call for the election of the assembly caused the “Republican Town 

meeting Spirit” of Saint John’s rank and file to form popular opposition to the government’s 

candidates.69 These lines were drawn between the inhabitants of the Upper and Lower coves of 

Saint John, respectively for and against the government slate. The Upper Covers were largely 

members of the city’s merchant class. Others held positions in government and were members of 

New Brunswick’s fledgling elite working to rebuild their status in the new province. The Lower 

Covers, in contrast, consisted of working men, dock labourers, and the less affluent merchants of 

the Fundy region.70  

After the second day of voting in Saint John’s Lower Cove, the sheriff adjourned to move 

across the harbour to Mallard’s Tavern, the headquarters of the Upper Covers. That evening, in 

the Lower Cove, a crowd gathered outside the headquarters of the opposition and a fight had 

broken out between supporters of both factions. Others quickly joined in the altercation and 

within an hour a mob had formed. Drunk and incensed to violence, between 40 and 100 Lower 

Covers marched across to the Upper Cove and surrounded Mallard’s Tavern seeking to continue 

the altercation.71 Armed with clubs, sticks, and bricks, the Lower Covers stormed the tavern and, 

in the words of Saint John’s Royal Gazette, “the mob, after the most violent threats against those 

who were in the house, wound[ed] several gentlemen who defended the passage at the door.”72 
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Troops from Saint John’s Fort Howe suppressed the insurrection and five rioters were eventually 

put on trial. A manifestation of communal violence, the riot was, as David Bell observes in Early 

Loyalist Saint John, “of no special importance.” Its outcome allowed the government to discount 

nearly two hundred Lower Cove votes, and ensured the victory of the government faction.73  

In part the product of too much drink, loyalist dissent during the Saint John election riot 

does speak, however, to the influence of popular political opinion and the party mindset in 

deliberative democracy. Both the Upper and Lower Covers sought to advance candidates that 

they interpreted would be best for the community.74 The Lower Covers, who represented the 

poorer ranks of Saint John, challenged the government’s candidates because they believed they 

did not accurately represent the population. The election also bore a remarkable resemblance to 

that New England-born republican spirit; its manifestation in New Brunswick indicates an 

enduring legacy of democratic attitudes in the post-revolutionary British world. Keeping in mind 

Palmer’s assumptions about the ‘contrary-minded’ of colonial America, the loyalist Lower 

Covers’ opposition to the government faction was also the rejection of a conservative notion that 

elites were to provide stable government to other ranks. The Saint John public, in short, 

challenged the traditional idea that forms of social stratification also constituted who could 

provide good government.  

Loyalist dissent was not always violent, however, and unlike the riots that erupted in 

Shelburne and Saint John, often the loyalists acted disloyal passively through their participation 

in networks of illicit trade. At the same time the powers of the governor were read out and the 

charter of Saint John given, so too were the governor’s special powers to allow the importation of 
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goods “in the present case of danger for want of necessary supplies.”75 Though society in New 

Brunswick was intended to become “the most Gentlemanlike one on earth” it did not change the 

logistical fact that supplies were lacking and expensive. The loyalist elite had staked their 

political and psychological redemption on the new colony’s success.76 But for the rank and file, 

living up to province’s new motto, “Spem Reduxit” (Hope Restored), required exploiting means 

other than the ones set out by either the imperial or colonial government. Supply chains in the 

post-revolutionary Atlantic depended heavily on British funds and freight vessels operated by the 

Royal Navy. Provisions supplied by Nova Scotia and New Brunswick officials were keeping 

many on their land grants, ensuring that refugees would not abandon the new settlement for the 

familiar republic to the south. Extra rations were also made available for the truly destitute, as 

Britain established the first major state welfare system in modern history.77 Nevertheless, not all 

needs were met, and in spite of both Nova Scotia and New Brunswick’s concerted efforts, the 

new border invited illicit trade networks that flourished along the vague borderlands of the 

northeastern Atlantic.  

Common in newspapers like the Saint John Royal Gazette or the Shelburne Royal Gazette 

and Weekly Advertiser were numerous announcements noting the recent importation of goods 

from throughout the British Empire. Trading houses, like Shelburne’s Sullivan and Mills, 

frequently promoted the availability of goods from London. Notices for everything from “very 

neat London made boots,” “playing and message cards,” and materials like “copper pipes, nails 

and spikes” along with other building supplies from the British Isles frequented the pages of early 
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Nova Scotia and New Brunswick newspapers.78 The Atlantic region was to provide a new 

geographic middle ground between Britain and her Caribbean colonies and Carleton and his 

council sought to position New Brunswick and its port, Saint John, as a centre of imperial trade 

between the two. “The relative importance of this town [Saint John],” Carleton noted, depended 

upon an “increase of its trade to the West Indies.”79 The city’s location as the entrepôt for traffic 

up the St. John River, which stretched into the province’s interior, positioned Saint John 

favourably to do this.  

Many scholars have also argued that the establishment of new political boundaries 

between the new republic and Britain’s remaining North American colonies were inextricably 

connected to the rise of smuggling and illicit trade networks, notably along the St. Lawrence and 

Great Lakes.80 In the Atlantic region smuggling was a logistical outcome tied to the lack of roads 

in early settlement. The abundance of waterways and the predominance of water transport only 

exacerbated the fluidity of the border question.81 To Governor Carleton, maintaining the 

“doubtful boundary” between New Brunswick and northern Massachusetts (now the state of 

Maine) was “of the utmost importance.”82 The St. Croix River and Passamaquoddy basin became 

a focal point of contention between the new government, local officials, and the rank and file of 

the loyalist province. Law enforcers understood smuggling as a crime that deprived the new state 

of needed income and undermined the political and social elite.83 But to the rank and file loyalists 

of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, smuggling was a method of survival when the necessities of 
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life or popular commodities were lacking, and a lucrative industry that proved profitable enough 

to risk getting caught. Both reasons highlight a continued connection to, and dependence upon, 

the republic to the south. 

The wealthy fishing community of St. Andrew’s, sitting southwest on the Bay of Fundy, 

became a profitable port for enterprising merchants and cunning smugglers. Policing people was 

made difficult in Charlotte County since the border was only loosely defined on land north along 

the St. Croix according to the Treaty of Paris, but islands like Campobello made the imposition of 

imperial law nearly impossible. Other islands that dotted the upper mouth of the Fundy coast of 

Charlotte County became notorious centres of illicit trade that the “old inhabitants” of the region 

easily made use of.84 Smuggling quickly became another way in which loyalists challenged the 

authority of the imperial government, as islands like Campobello became an intermediary 

between loyal refugees and illegally imported American manufactured goods. Between 1785 to 

1791 the sheriff of Charlotte County fought with the sheriff of Washington County, 

Massachusetts, over their questionable jurisdiction on the tiny islands of the Passamaquoddy 

basin and their even more uncertain inhabitants who were suspected of violating the border.85 

Governor Carleton reported frequently to the British Secretary of State, Lord Sydney, about the 

problem of the border and the people who lived near it well into the nineteenth century.86  

But to governor Carleton, smuggling and illicit trade along the St. Croix River only made 

the border appear more porous to the state government of Massachusetts. His suspicions were 

confirmed in August of 1785 when that State’s congress moved to challenge its eastern boundary 

as settled by the treaty. Fearing an escalation, Carleton had two regiments moved to the “Frontier 
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province,” with hopes that “the bare rumour of a respectable force on this side of the Bay of 

Fundy might be a means of preventing attempts being made to disturb the people in the 

settlements they are forming on that side of the province.”87 Exacerbating the Governor’s own 

anxiety over the border question, smuggling and smugglers proved not only a threat to Saint 

John’s predominance in trade, but also the security of the province of New Brunswick.  

Most notably appearing in a series of letters between Carleton and the British Secretary of 

State, references to “A certain Mr. Gilliam Butler” and his intention of importing a “large Cargo 

of Oyl[sic] at the Custom House” in Saint John highlighted the extent of this problem.88 An 

inhabitant of Campobello Island, Butler became Carleton’s cause célèbre as his name appears 

several times throughout the correspondence between the governor and the British colonial office 

during the spring and summer of 1786. Already concerned about the dangers that smuggling 

posed to the new province, Carleton acted with great force against Butler after he was arrested in 

Saint John, having apparently lied about the origins of his cargo at the city’s customs house in 

order to gain a register (an inventory list used to sell goods).89 In April the governor appointed 

the province’s Attorney General, Ward Chipman, to formally investigate in the crown’s case 

against Butler and before the end of May Butler was brought before the Supreme Court. Carleton 

directed Chipman to prosecute Butler for both fraud and perjury.90 The Attorney General was, 

however, hesitant about whether the charges would stand in court. As Carleton described it in his 

report to Sydney, Chipman was “of opinion that, as the Statute had not expressly injoined[sic] the 

penalty for swearing falsely in the case of Registers, the utmost he could do was to indict the 
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offender for a misdemeanour.”91 Butler was later “sentenced by the court to pay a sum of £500 

and to suffer three months imprisonment,” a harsh punishment for such a minor charge. 

However, Butler curiously served far longer than his original sentence of three months, having 

been imprisoned in the late spring. In October of 1786, nearly six months after his original 

sentence, Butler staged an escape from the gaol of Saint John in an attempt to gain passage back 

to Campobello where he could have crossed over into Massachusetts.92 His flight from Saint John 

failed and Butler was recaptured a short while later. At that time, the sheriff of Charlotte County, 

Samuel Kelly, was brought in by the crown prosecution to provide testimony against Butler. 

Indicted with Carleton’s original charges of perjury, validated by Kelly’s testimony and his 

attempted jail-run, Butler was retried and sentenced to another stint in prison.93 Butler continued 

to be brought before the Supreme Court in separate civil trials until February of 1787, at which 

time he ceases to appear in the records.  

What is surprising about the strange ordeal of Gilliam Butler is the severity of his original 

charge, having only been indicted for a misdemeanour. The extent to which Butler was fined, his 

appearance before the Supreme Court in Saint John, as opposed to an appointed justice in either 

Saint John or Charlotte County, and the involvement of the provincial Attorney General suggests 

that Butler’s case was indicative of a larger problem in the province. Carleton responded by 

taking it upon himself to ensure the statute on registers applied strict penalties for swearing 

falsely in a customs house, to dissuade future smugglers from importing their goods into Saint 

John. Using his executive power over trade, as outlined by the colony’s constitution, Carleton 

enacted new legislation that he believed “the peculiar situation of a new Country rendered 
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necessary.” “The stability of the Province,” Carleton wrote in his observations on laws passed 

during the first session of the assembly in the province of New Brunswick, “will be guarded from 

a spirit of innovation.”94 But this spirit that Carleton sought to disrupt was more than just the 

region’s long-standing history of smuggling. In reality, the success of illicit trade networks along 

the Fundy coast after 1783 depended upon the participation of the loyalists and their choice to 

ignore the authority of the colonial government, growing a demand for illegally imported goods. 

Butler’s presence in the Governor’s personal correspondence with the British Secretary of 

State, and Carleton’s overhaul of statutes relating to oaths pertaining to custom registries, 

suggests that the colonial government was making efforts to save face and curb the problem of 

smuggling without the imperial government thinking that this was a wide spread issue. In effect, 

an example was made of Butler because smuggling and illicit trade threatened Saint John’s 

profitability and negatively impacted New Brunswick’s security and place within inter-imperial 

trade networks.95 Unlike the active dissent that they exhibited through outbreaks of mob violence 

and public criticisms of the political elite, the loyalists’ disloyalty to British authority was further 

made clear by the flourishing networks of illicit trade along the Fundy coast. Butler’s actions 

were a response to a growing demand for illicit goods, one created by a ‘loyal’ population in the 

rough frontier settlements of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, where want of supplies made 

smuggling a practical response and a profitable business in an uncertain Atlantic economy.96 Not 

blind supporters of imperial authority, the loyalists were, as Ester Clark Wright so eloquently put 

it, a “rather ordinary people subjected to an extraordinary experience.”97  
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CONCLUSION 

The challenge of etching out an existence in the wilderness of Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick only exacerbated contests among loyalists and with the British government that they 

relied so heavily upon. The Elysium in the north that was to become the envy of the American 

states proved a fruitless venture to many loyalists facing the harsh realties of new settlement. The 

loyalist dream effectively remained just that, but for their descendants, the Golden Age of 

Loyalism developed into a celebration of empire and tradition.1 The Loyalist ‘tradition’ became a 

myth of inherited principles, beliefs, and practices whose complex distortions linger in New 

Brunswick and Nova Scotia to this day. According to the tradition, the elite of colonial America 

emigrated north and presided over the development of a “model” conservative community. The 

more popular American historical perception of loyalists is that of exiles driven into North 

American nothingness. But to Britain, and later Canada, the loyalists were God’s chosen people 

whose privileged lives and unyielding labour reflected the glory of the British Crown.2 This 

illusion became a driving force behind acts of loyalist commemoration in Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick. Narratives of loyalism, and the perception of the loyalists as founders of a new, 

triumphant, British colony are exactly what the Loyalist Man, standing at the edge of Saint John, 

embodies. More than just a tourist attraction, the Loyalist Man is the image of a constructed 

colonial past, one where loyal Americans chose to turn their backs on revolution because they 

believed in the authority and security of the British Empire. What the Loyalist Man fails to 

impart to those who pass by on route to the ‘Loyalist City’ is a history of dissension, both violent 

and impassioned, and written and within the rule of law. The true loyalist tradition, then, was a 
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spirit characterized by its egalitarianism, a belief in popular representation over traditional 

conservative governance, and democratic principles. 

The political culture that developed in British North America post-1783 was one that 

emphasized consultative governance and democratic control, defended with voracity that had 

been unforeseen by imperial and colonial officials. The challenges that subjects in Nova Scotia 

and New Brunswick brought against metropolitan authorities in cases of land allocation and trade 

stemmed from a tradition with roots that reached deep into the Anglo-Atlantic world. This 

resistance to authority indicates continuity in American political culture, beginning with 

responses to the passing of the Stamp Act in 1765 and pushing into the nineteenth century where 

it achieved relative sophistication. Most recently, in an article published in Acadiensis, Elizabeth 

Mancke, David Bent, and Mark McLaughlin remind us of the extent of the loyalist tradition and 

the ways that their political culture shaped and complicated imperial governance in the Atlantic 

region. The provincial assembly of New Brunswick and their challenge to the increased 

militarism of British state policy demonstrated this. The imperial government sought to override 

popular power in the settler colony and increase the amount spent on the training, both in time 

and money, on the provincial militia. This challenge would continue from 1807 until 1814, with 

the assembly of the province prevailing in limiting the number of training days from six down to 

four.3  

“Few imperial jurisdiction had assemblies that allowed subjects to push back at 

metropolitan directives,” but New Brunswick’s ability to do so was no coincidence. Though 

neither the provincial assembly, nor council, ever challenged the legitimacy or prerogative of the 

imperial state, they prevailed over Britain’s attempt to appropriate the configuration of 
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constitutional power in New Brunswick.4 This consciousness about the structure of governance 

was the product of an inherent democratic spirit, fashioned by the culmination of numerous 

struggles between colonial and imperial bodies from 1765 to 1786, and persisted past the turn of 

the century. By 1807, much of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick’s population consisted of, or 

descended from, the contrary-minded castoffs that rejected the natural tide of revolution, 

according to historians like R.R. Palmer.5 Unsurprisingly, they echoed principles similar to those 

who took up the cause of independence, but rather than utilize violence to enact the necessary 

change for proper constitutional governance in the British Atlantic, they did so through a system 

they perceived to serve their liberties best.  

This belief in British constitutional governance was the product of debates had between 

American colonists, British officials, and metropolitans that began in the 1760s. At the onset of 

the Stamp Act, as subjects of the British Crown on both sides of the Atlantic resisted what they 

thought to be coercive actions of Parliament, acting against the spirit of the British Constitution. 

The inherent liberties of Englishmen were fervently demanded by subjects of the same King, 

regardless of their position within the empire. When the Stamp Act was repealed a year later, it 

was in response to pressures produced by a democratic spirit. Though this small victory was 

quickly overshadowed by America’s burgeoning conflict with the imperial state, the attitudes that 

it fostered amongst colonists were more collective in nature. By the time formal war was 

declared, and some in the Thirteen Colonies turned towards notions of independence, others 

remained sure in the fact that their liberty was best protected under the umbrella of a British 

Constitution, though they recognized the need for reform to sustain it. This belief about the 

necessities of reform, and that the constitution must bend, became the foundation of later dissent 

																																																								
4 Mancke, Bent, & McLaughlin, “their unalienable right and privilege,” 71-72. 
5 R.R. Palmer, The Age of Democratic Reform: A Political History of Europe and America, 1760-1800, (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press: 1959), 232. 
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and challenges to the imperial and colonial governments in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 

after 1783.  

The democratic spirit that Palmer described as omnipresent throughout the later half of 

the eighteenth century was one that collectively provoked colonists across the political spectrum. 

The Tories, and later the Loyalists, experienced colonial life and imperial coercion the same as 

those who would choose to declare an independence from Britain. That they would again demand 

voice, representation, and reform after their exile and relocation does not suggest they had missed 

their revolutionary opportunity. Instead, it demonstrates that these American colonists believed 

that change was possible from within rather than without the British system. Challenges to the 

imperial government by Britain’s remaining loyal American subjects were the product of their 

past experiences of crisis, rebellion, and exile. These experiences would shape the political 

cultures of Britain’s remaining Atlantic colonies and fashion a tradition of continued resistance to 

authority. Where the age of revolution had established new model republics, the age of 

constitutionalism molded the complexities of British North American politics such that settler 

colonies there reacted unfavorably towards the empire’s supposed drift towards becoming an 

authoritarian state during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. Loyalty did not mean 

a universal acceptance of imperial prerogative. Rather it remained an important and negotiated 

aspect of those remaining British colonies where the democratic spirit played out in nuanced 

ways, ensuring the predominance of popular power throughout the remainder of the eighteenth 

century and until the achievement of responsible government in the nineteenth century.  
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